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Scholarships come
under scrutiny
Student Body President pushes fo
forr change
By Heather Femgren
Ferngren
Assistant News Editor
President Frank Brock has
asked the Admissions, Student
M ulticul
Financial Planning, Multicultural, Athletic, and Maclellan
Scholars committees to consider
whether or not the scholarships
meet
they give are successfully meeting the goals of the Five Year
Plan.
The plan for 1995-2000 has set
“increase our effectiveeffective
a goal to "increase
ness in preparing graduates for
in
service to God as reforming insociety.”
fluences in society."
The re-evaluation is a result of
questions posed by Matt Lindley,
P resident.
Student Senate President.
Lindley has suggested to Brock
and Joel Belz, Chairman of the
Board of Trustees, that the school
is not ~sing
using its scholarship money
effectively to promote leadership
in the student body.
The committees must evaluate
the criteria by which they deter-

mine who is eligible for scholarscholar
ships and justify the amount of
money they give to students.
They will report back to Brock
in mid-December.
Lindley is specifically seeking
to revise the policies of the AthAth
Com
letic Committee, Diversity Committee, and Church Partnership
fi
Program. He suggests that the financial aid program be revised to
encourage extracurricular and
leadership involvement as well as
academic achievement.
Lindley asserts that athletic
scholarships are too high. The
highest academic scholarship
given is 60% of tuition, while the
highest athletic scholarship is
l100%
00% of tuition.
scholar
This year, the athletic scholarship fund was $286,200, while
the merit scholarship fund (the
only other scholarship beside the
consid
Maclellan that takes into consideration academics)
academ ics) was only
$250,000.
Each student contributes over

$700 of his or her tuition money
accord
to the athletic program, according to Lindley.
men’s soccer team has apap
The men's
proximately 28 players and rere
ceives seven full scholarships.
men’s and women's
women’s bas
Both the men's
basketball teams have 12 players
schol
each and receive seven full scholarships.
scholarship
The average scholarship
awarded to a member of the
m en’s soccer team is $2650,
men's
while to a basketball player it is
$6183.
“When $150,000 is going into
"When
basketball scholarships for 24
people, it’s
much,” Lindley
it's too much,"
contends. "Where
“W here are the
conte.nds.
school’s priorities? Are they pro
school's
proI’m questionquestion
moting leadership? I'm
ing what overall benefit athletics
has for the school.
. .I fully supschool...I
sup
don’t supsup
port [athletics], but I don't
port the amount of money that's
that’s
being spent, especially in light of

continued on page 2

Covenant’s fog .
Tragedy strikes in Covenant's
By Kara Griffith
Staff Writer
Sce
Dense fog, the curves of Scenic Highway, and an unfortunate
driver were factors which led to
“Old Joe"
Joe” on TuesTues
the death of "Old
day morning, Nov. 14.
According to the police report,
Joeseph B. Clark, 74, was struck
and killed while crossing the road
Cov
near the south entrance of Covenant College.
o f a northbound
The driver of
Chevrolet pickup truck was un
unable to swerve out of the way as
he came around the bend in the
road where Clark was.
Clark was hit initially by the
right front grill of the truck, spun,

then hit the lower left comer of cause of the thick fog made hithit
the windshield and was thrown ting Clark unavoidable.
off the right side of the road.
According to an employee in
The driver, Chris Anthony the grounds department, Clark
Robertson, stopped his truck, rere hurt his hip the day before the
turned to where Clark had landed, accident, and was far in on the
im road because he needed a level
tried to help, but Clark died immediately from his injuries.
surface on which to walk.
The Sheriff's
S h e riff’s Department
D epartm ent
Robertson is the cousin of a
con
construction worker helping to would not release records to conCollege’s C. G. firm or deny this.
build Covenant College's
Build
Wednes
The obituary in the Wednesand Nancy Mills Science Building.
day, Nov. 15 Chattanooga Times
A ccording to a volunteer said Clark was a World War II
According
firefighter who was called to the · Army Veteran and is survived by
scene, the incident was not three sisters, two brothers, one
Robertson's
Robertson’s fault. The driver was son and three grandsons.
within the speed limit, but the
Chat
Clark was buried in the Chatcombination of the curve in the tanooga National Cemetery on
road and the low visibility be- Nov. 16.

o f the C.G. and Nancy Mills
The concrete blocks and windows of
mid-December, one
Science Building should be in place by mid-December;
o f construction is planned
month behind schedule. Completion of
fo
forr May 1996.

Qualified minority
professor sought
By John Huisman
News Editor
The Department of Education
has submitted a proposal to Nick
Barker, Dean of Faculty, concernconcern
ing the possible replacement of
J.C. Upton, Assistant Professor of
Education, whose contract will
terminate on June 1, 1996.
The Education department has
“some
descibed this person as "somebody of diversity, either AfricanAmerican or some other nationnation
ality, or a woman, and someone
who would give expression to
some of the same concerns for
campus,” said Tim
diversity on campus,"
Evearitt, Professor of Education.
“very
The proposal is being "very
seriously” considered by the adad
seriously"
ministration, according to Barker.
replacem ent is
But before a replacement
sought some logistics must be
worked out.
Money must be available in the
budget before any action can be
taken. Then different departmendepartmen
tal needs must be taken into concon

sideration and a decision made as
fac
to what department the new faculty member would be part of,
and what needs exist in the core
re
classes. When this is done a replacem
ent will be actively
placement
sought.
President’s Council will
The President's
dis
meet on Nov. 16 and 30 to discuss the budget and possibly this
matter.
replace
Barker said that if a replacement position is sought Covenant
will be "consciously
“consciously partial to
ethnic minorities and women."
women.”
“Its really no secret, every
"Its
time we hire a faculty member
now we go out of our way to hire
qualified minorities or women,
mi
and if we can find qualified minorities or women we will hire
them,” said President Brock.
them/
mem
However several faculty members expressed their concern and
Upton’s decideci
disappointment at Upton's
sion to resign.
“I think Mr. Upton really gave
"I

continued on page 3
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Sympathy before criticisnt
criticism
Syntpathy
one of the few promoters of
Upton,-one
J.C. Upton,
ethnic diversity at Covenant, has resigned.
In an interview with The Bagpipe, he
said that the Covenant community resisted
his attempts to bring in minorities.
vic
He has been accused of harboring a victim mentality. According to Upton, the
white majority sees his emphasis on etheth
nic diversity as unnecessary and skewed.
I think the treatment Upton has received
criticism directed toward his
and the criticism
agenda indicates that we at Covenant are
neglecting a valuable principle needed
recwhen reconciling differing conceptual rec
ommendations.
This summer a friend taught me what I
consider to be one of the best pieces of
advice for any Christian. This principle
“You must be sympathetic before
states, "You
critical."
you are critical.”
genuI’ve learned that you cannot be genu
I've
inely critical, able to carefully evaluate the
merits and faults of something until you
critiare sympathetic to the cause you are criti
cizing.
are afraid to sympathize with the
We are-afraid
other side of a debate because sympathy
may, and in many cases does, redirect our

motives, which in turn redirects some of _
our opinions.
Sympathy mandates that we put the
golden rule into practice and look at things
others’ perspectives.
from others'
Sympathy forces us to think before we
speak.
Sympathy bids that we wrestle with the
questions before we assume the answers.
Sympathy goes beyond trying to see the
sympathy interacts
other point of view, -sympathy
with the other point of view.
Sympathy dictates that we give every
person the dignity they deserve as a bearer
recogof the image of God. This means recog
nizing how our humanly-contrived docdoc
pertrinal methods or political formulas per
im
sonally affect them. Many times we impersonally and unfeelingly determine what
utili
is best for other people by our own utilitarian standards.
Sympathy involves a bit of suffering or
compassion for the other perspective.
But sympathy does not necessitate
agreement—only understanding.
agreement-only
When sympathy is practiced, only then
can one be effectively critical because
criticism without sympathy is nothing

the .

more than a knee-jerk reaction.
How many letters and articles in the past
which criticized Upton were sympathetic?
How many of us white students who
were enraged about black students getting
a better financial aid package were even
slightly sympathetic to the plight of black
students?
don't
be·sympathetic if we don’t
How can we be
even make the effort to try to understand?
ba
Sympathy should not take away the basis on which we assess the rightness or
wrongness of an idea, but should give us
a more Christ-like perspective.
isn't some
criticism" isn’t
“Sympathy before criticism”
"Sympathy
wishy-washy
washy cliche that means we
sort of wishy~
have to throw away our beliefs and opinopin
ions for the sake of unity. Rather it is just
another tool which enables us to come to
difficult questions in a more objective way.
And if we can approach these dilemmas
objectively and leave our unsympathetic
betsentiments behind us, then how much bet
intelligent
ter can we resolve issues in an
and Christian manner?
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scholarships,, cont'd
corn'd
Leadership emphasized for scholarships
basi.. .It is basi
spending..
overall financial aid spending
cally my opinion that athletics funding
basneeds to be reduced, and specifically bas
ketball.
“I want to note that there are no per
per"I
prosonal feelings against the basketball pro
I’m trying to look at
It's just that I'm
gram. It’s
the bigger picture
picture.....If
.If you were to cancel
the athletic program you could hire almost
professors—what would that do
do
10 new professors-what
for the school, and what is athletics doing
comparison?"
in comparison?”
Brock maintains that athletics teach stustu
perfordents discipline, teamwork, and perfor
mance.
According to Brock, "the
“the athletic pro
program is creating leaders
leaders..
par
....1I know that participation in athletics can help a student
society.”
become a reforming influence in society."
“It’s
haven’t made up my
"It's safe to say I haven't
mind yet. I do think it's
it’s a reasonable quesques
tion to say that if we are giving financial
stu
aid for merit and we are trying to help students become a Reforming influence, we
should, in fact, raise that issue when we
are giving out aid,"
aid,” said Brock.
This school year, $189,000 was allotallot
ted for the Diversity Scholarship, and 23
people are currently receiving it. Thus each
recipient receives an average of $8200.
ap
Each Covenant student contributes approximately $300 to the
Schol
tl}e Diversity Scholarship in tuition money.
The Cultural Diversity scholarship is
available to international students, chilchil
minordren of missionaries and American minor
ity students.
T his scholarship is based on the
This
applicant’s ethnic identity, language abil
abilapplicant's
ity, degree of cultural immersion, and ex
extent to which the student might bring cul
culturally different perspectives to Covenant.
Lindley maintains that
t.Qat the majority of
the student body are not g~tting
getting a "\ii
“diverse”
verse"
the presence of
experienee as aa· result of -the
· experience
Cov-:_
international and minority students at Cov
.
,
enant.
Many of these students who'come
who· come to
Covenant are not integrated into the stustu
dent life of the school and do not contrib
contribute to the school by involvement in
extra-'
irr extra-

curricular activities, he says.
reLindley suggests that the committee re
vise the methods by which they evaluate
students, perhaps basing their evaluation
well
on GPA and leadership potential as well
as diversity status.
However, Brock said, “I
probit's prob
"I think it’s
ably unreasonable to expect a lot of these
students to have a lot of formal leadership
positions...On
posit1ons ... On the other hand, their very
presence could be a tremendous influence
leaderon lots of people in an informal leader
ship way that wouldn’t
rewouldn't necessarily be re
flected by holding office."
office.”
According to Brock, the primary pur
purpose of the diversity scholarship is not to
enhance the academic experience of the
student body, but to educate diverse stustu
dents who will go back into their culture
and act as a reforming influence.
“We’re not primarily permitting
permitting them
"We're
for us,”
he
said.
“...In
country where
a
.In
" ..
us,"
there’s
one-third
minorities,
if we are truly
there's
to be reformational, we have to be reach
reachcultures."
ing those cultures.”
According to Lindley, the school could
draw in more students if instead of giving
packeach diversity student a full tuition pack
age, the money was divided among three
students.
In that way, he argues, the students
would be receiving sufficient financial aid
to attend Covenant, while paying more
tuition money. Therefore, the school
would get more return on its investment.
Furthermore, enrollment would increase
and tuition would be lower for everyone.
Lindley contends that the Church Part
Partnership Program, which is giving money
“is
to 225 Covenant students this year, "is
counter-productive to developing leaderleader
Covenant.”
ship at Covenant."
The program promises a $600 grant to
every student who is a member of a church
eyery
that
the. school
that· gives $8 per member to die
a
year.
if
a
gives
church
ifa
Therefore,
a-year.
during
·
$32 per member, as some churches do,
student receives a'
a $2400 grant.
each siuderit
a 'B'
‘B’-average,
average, the
If.the student has 11-cov
school promises to provide a package covstudent’s need. The stuering all of the student's

dent is given half self-help (loans and work
study) and half grant or scholarship
student's financial
money, equal to the student’s
need.
“This program might get the school in
"This
trouble at some point,”
point," Lindley said.
“Many people here, if they realized what
"Many
this program did and how they could get
into it, could cost the school a lot of money.
“If
leader"If the school wants to develop leader
ship, this program is not supporting itit—
it’s
working
against
it.
It’s
a
handout,
in
It's
it's
one sense.
“We’re
‘Okay, you want to get a
"We're told, 'Okay,
scholarship in college, you’ve
you've got to work
your butt off in high school. You’ve
You've got to
have high grades, you’ve
got
to do a lot of
you've
leadership.’
But
the
way
this
program’s
program's
leadership.'
working, it's
it’s nullifying that—you
don’t
that-you don't
'B'
have to; all you have to do is have a ‘B’
average.”
average."
Lindley proposes that instead of giving
50% self-help and 50% grant money to all
‘B’ average students, those who have a
'B'
higher GPA or are involved in leadership
activities should get 40% self-help and
60% grant money.
Those who do not have a higher GPA
or are not involved in leadership should
be given 60% self-help and 40% grant. In
this way, students will be rewarded for
achieve
their involvement and academic achievement.
Concerning Lindley’s
Lindley's proposal,Brock
stated,“I think many of
us are uncomfortuncomfort
ofus
stated,"!
able with increasing loans [for those who
are not involved in leadership]. And you
might be increasing loans for people who
are less likely to pay them off.
"If you believe that your performance
. “If
abilhas-anything to do with your abil
in school has
ity to get a high-paying job when you get
out of school, people who have less leadlead
ership positions and lower ·grades
grades would
get higher loans. 1;
'get
“So you're
you’re putting the people most at
"So
risk further at risk....I
Matt’s
risk. .. .l agree with Matt's
system]
conclusion, that [the present s.ystem]
doesn’t encourage leadership, but I’m
I'm not
doesn't
sure what to do about it.”
it."
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ses new
proposes
Senate propo
open dorm policy
By Rob Peck
Staff Writer
Open dorm hours may be lengthened
and visitation privileges extended to both
men’s and women’s
Sat
women's hall on Fridays, Satmen's
urdays, and Sundays.
At their Nov. 16 meeting, the Student
Senate proposed to change the open dorm
:00
hours on Saturdays to 3
3:00
11:00
:00 p.m. until 11
p.m., and on Fridays to 6:00 p.m. until
11:00
:00 p.m., instead of the current 7:00 p.m.
11
until 11
11:00
:00 p.m. for both nights.
men’s
Senate also proposed to open both men's
Satur
women's halls on Fridays and Saturand women’s
men's
days. The current dorm policy opens men’s
halls on Friday nights and women's
women’s halls
on Sunday
on Saturday nights, and both on·
afternoons.
Barb Schreur, Associate Dean ooff StuStu
dents, recently rejected a proposal from
men’s
Senate that would have opened both men's
and women's
women’s dorms at 1:00 p.m. on SatSat
urdays.
If Schreur accepts the current proposal,
Scott Raymond must approve it for the
changes to go into affect.
At the Senate meeting, Raymond said
that he was ready and willing to approve
the proposal if the Senate could prove to
him that this change will not cause supersuper
vision problems.
The new visitation hours could go into
effect as soon as the weekend after
Thanksgiving break.
apIn other matters, the Senate also ap
proved a motion to spend $4,200 of the
$7,800 parking fee funds. Senate alloted
this money for repair of potholes in the

North Lot, completion of the stairs leadlead
ing from Carter Hall down to the Gravel
enPit, painting of traffic lines on both en
trance roads, and the re-gravelling of
Founder’s
Founder's Lot.
The Senate chose to save the remaining
$3,600 for the spring semester.
Matt Lindley, Senate President, reported
that President Frank Brock has approved
the old fire hall to be used by Stoplight
demolCafe. Previous plans would have demol
firehall to make room for new
ished the fireball
tennis courts and additional parking.
Stop
However, Brock stipulated that Stoplight may use the building as long as they
are willing to maintain the exterior.
The staff of the Stoplight Cafe petipeti .
firehall because they said ..
tioned to save the fireball
it is an ideal setting for their almost weekly
coffee house events and provides more
bal
room than their previous location, the balcony of second north in Carter Hall.
PresiKristie Burgin, Freshman Class Presi
dent, reported that priorities have been set
dent.
freshfor the expenditure $4,500 from the fresh
man recreation fee.
Most of the money will go toward the
resigardens outside Carter and Founders resi
dent halls. Swings and sitting areas will
envibe added to "improve
“improve the campus envi
ronment.”
ronment."
Another large portion of the money will
purchase outdoor equipment for the stustu
body’s recreation.
dent body's
The rest of the money will go toward
imnew games, outdoor basketball court im
provements, volleyball lines and nets, and
swimming pool improvements.

Minority
professor,
cont’d
or, cont'd
ty profess
Minori
a clear focus to the concerns of
multicultural education, and I think that
[his leaving] will leave
leav.e a gap. He was a
visible symbol and spokesman for issues
that involve diverse persons, particularly
African-Americans, so I think there will
be a gap there that I hope will be filled in
order to give expression to some of the
issues that he has been concerned about,
to," said
and the college is committed to,”
Evearitt.
"It
saying,, “It
Brock expressed regret saying
doesn’tt come as a complete surprise, I was
doesn'
disappointed at some of the things he said
in the [Nov. 3 Bagpipe] article, that he feels
the way he does. To be perfectly honest I
can’t
can't say he is unjustified in the way he
been difficult all along to
feels. I think its .been
see the reaction in this community as we
try to work through these tough issues. I
do think that there is a lot more feelings,
both black and white, than we would like
to admit."
admit.”
.
Pat
Ralston,
Chair
of
the
Multicultural
C~aii:
Pat.
Committee and Assistant Professor of
English said, “I
"I am very sad that [Upton]
leaving, but I think that I understand
is leaving,
why. It’s
It's very difficult, I think, for anyone
who is a minority, either racially or a
woman, to be on this faculty because
people who come in with a different slant
on things-and
things—and minorities are going to
have a different slant than those of the
majority culture-are
culture—are very often suspect
in this community. And minorities, includinclud

ing women, have a different vocabulary,
and express themselves in different ways,
misunderso the majority culture tends to misunder
stand them. They don’t
lan
don't speak the same language, so I think that minority people are
not understood here. I think our commu
commupresence."
nity has benefited from his presence.”
Upton is the only African-American on
the Multicultural Committee.
Committee.
“What we don’t
don't want to have is white
"What
people deciding the paths that minorities
should follow on this campus. And the
comfewer black people we have on the com
mittee, or if we have none, it tends to be
don’t want it to be that way,
that way. We don't
we want to have input from the beginning
from minorities. So I think that is what
we’ve
think he has to be replaced
.I think-he
lost....I
we've lost.
by a black person because Covenant, I
think, is still targeting, of all the minori
minorities,
African-Americans,”
said
Ralston.
ns,"
ties,African-America
Dr. Charles Donaldson, Professor of
oncon
Chemistry, expressed his regret and c_
leav- ·
cern saying, "I
“I think
that [Upton's]
[Upton’s] leav
think-that
ing will send out a message that we are, in
some respects, a racist institution and that
we are not willing to accommodate some
of the things that he is wanting to do. I
don’t
don't think that is a correct message. I
over
think the president [Brock] has said oyer
di
and over again that we want to be a diverse institution and welcome people with
backgrounds..
that we want them
....that
diverse backgrounds
to make a contribution to what Covenant
is about."
about.”

tws:in-Briet'
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News-in-Brief
compiled by John Huisman

According to DaleLee,
Dale Lee, Di,:ector
Director of1
of the
tlle
"' Acp~ffling
Physical Plant, work
work will continue
continue on the
Physical
field drip syst~m
system until all
Shadowlands fiel9
withthe
· with
the
of the problems have been fixed

dr

:

,

<it

.
a considerable amount of standing water
:
water is unable to drain because the
ground surrounding the field is. composed
of crushed sandstone which does allow
water to permeate.
Physical Plant plans to dig trenches
through the sandstone to allow the water
to flow into drain pipes on either side of
the field.
At least one inch of top dressing soil
will be added to the field periodically,
raising the surface further above the drip
pipes,
thus decreasing the chance of wa
·
ter on the surface from the drain pipes.
All of the water filtered through the
ground from the drip system is well
-2
coliform (bacteria from mammal waste
matter) in ground water emitted from drip
:..
: : ■ ■':
:>:■ Nvvv-'
tration and Finance.
The Carter Hall tower, damaged last
month by winds from Hurricane Opal, has
and insurance adjuster. Three sides of the
tower were damaged, and will be replaced
or u hard coal, cosling S2SI .(XX), depend
ing on what the insurance company is
willing to pay.
The tower currently has a soft coat. The
school hopes to replace all four sides of
the tower with a hard coat.
A soft coat would not chip easily but
could be noticeably pecked by birds,
while a hard coat could not be damaged
by the birds.
“What the college would like to do is
redo the whole tower, and replace the soft
coat with the hard coat, so that ten years
from now we don’t have the same prob
lem with the bird holes that we have
now,” Harbert said.

Shadowlands soccer field.
Student apartment number seven, oc
cupied by Kris King and Ian Matlicc bewill be cleaned up but not rcoccupied, ac
cording to Harbcrt.
H ie damage was assessed by the in
surance adjuster at $9,000, but because
of the $5,000 dcductiblc. the insurance
company has reimbursed only $4,000.
It is uncertain how much longer the stu
dent apartments will be in use, and there
fore the school would rather not invest
the money to make the repairs necessary
to reoccupy the apartment. However, it
will be clcancd and made structurally
safe.
Over Fall Break eight new phone li nes
were added to the current system for lo
cal calls, and eight more lines were added
to the automatic answering service.
Of the eight new local lines, five can
be used for both in and outgoing calls,
and three 'catf
can be used for outgoing calls
only. All automa
automated answering lines are
dnly.iP..11
t
•
incoming lines.
The
switchboard operator
now
will!ggw
opeff0r will
Tfii'. switchbgfu:d
seven lines, and an
only have to answer sevenJinest
eighth call will automatically roll over to
the automated an~wering
answering service.

Law Enlor,e
Enforcement
ment Careers
with
the U.S. Border Patrol
ith ·the
•w

Lookins for
a challenging
challensins and
and exciting
excitins career working for one of the fastest growing
for a
Looking
law enforcement teams in the country?

The
U.S. Border
Border Patrol
Patrol is the mobile, uniformed, enforcement arm of the U.S. Department
The U.S.
of Justice,
Immigration anc:I
and Naturalization Service (INS)
(INS).. Border Patrol Agents enjoy one
Justice, Immigration
of
of the
the highest
reputations among Jaw
law enforcement agencies throughout the U.S. and are
highest reputations
of
renowned for their intense loyalty and fine esprit de corps.
corps.
renowned
The
Border Patrol
Patrol detects and prevents the smuggling and unlawful entry of undocuundocu
The Border
mented aliens into
into the U.S. ·and
and is also the primary drug interdicting agency along the
mented
U.S. land borders.

Necessary Q
u a lifica tio n s ·
Qualifications
reed
• Be able to learn to speak and recd
·
~• U.S. citizen ' '
Spanish
Spanish
•• Hold a valid drivers license
Pass aa background
background investigation
investigation ,
• Pass
your-37th
have reached your
37th birthday
•• Not havePass aa drug test and medical exam
e.xam
• Pass
by the time you are hired
Have
of qualifying experience or a Bachelors Degree
year of
one year
ave one
• _H

In te re stin g? , ·
Sound Interesting?
If
the challenge, apply by calling (912) 757-3001. This 24
you can meet Ute
you think you
If you
hour
15— M IDNIGHT
hour a day application bbyy phone system will be open from NOVEMBER 15-MIDNIGHT
19,1995
1995 ONLY!
NOVEMBER 19,
Qualified applicants will be scheduled to take a written test and oratlnterview
oral interview in the
Atlanta area in ear1y
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By Josh Leonard
Politics & Opinion Editor

By Joel Wells
Staff Writer
Chuck Anderson’s
Anderson's Christ in Culture
curriculum, What in the World?, has come
to have a different significance for me in
regard to this core
class than it was ever
Mr.
intended to by Mr.
Anderson.
utterI find myself utter
"What
ing the phrase “What
orld?,” as
World?,"
in the W
well as other phrases, in frustration as I
beread through the material each week be
fore attending the student-led discussion
class.
I did some asking around and found that
I was not alone in my state of frustration
with this division of the Covenant College
core curriculum.
dis
Other students I talked to were displeased with the course for a variety of
reasons. I talked with students in over half
of the sections offered this semester who
were eager to vent their frustrations with
the class.
The structure of the class varies greatly
from section to section. Some follow the
reAnderson material closely. Some even re
quire additional reading. Others take their
own separate route completely uncon
unconnected to the required text in all respects.
respects.
a:nd I am not
Some variation is a given and
out to get certain professors in trouble, but
shouldn't
this needs to be addressed. But shouldn’t
these discrepancies be changed?
Here I turn
tum to the explanation of the core
curriculum found in the Academic Bulle
Bulle“The core curriculum is also
tin. It states: "The
designed to provide Covenant students
emwith common learning experiences to em
phasize the God-ordained unity of knowlknowl
edge...”
... "
edge
While uniformity across the sections is
important, that is not my main concern
with the class.
Let me go back to the 1993-94 academic
year when most of the current participants
in Christ in Culture were sitting in Self in
Society I and II. The texts studied in that
class have since changed but the topics are
the same.
That year we read The Transforming
Re
Politics, Creation ReVision, God and Politics,
gained, and Poverty and Wealth. Each of
these texts was a directed study of one or
more
so
rriore ways for Christians to approach socourse.
ciety, hence the name of the course.
Because Self in Society was focused on
such specific areas, I entered Christ in
Culture expecting an intense probing into
culture.
what my role is as a participant in culture.
Well, that has not taken place largely due
to the material we are covering.
The reading material in the freshmen
Self in Society course was oftentimes chalchal
lenging, especially to a first-year college
student.
God and Politics presented some indepth discussion of opposing views rere
garding the structure of government which
certainly stretched my brain. I still rememremem
ber having to defend the view I was asas
signed, to the class and the professor, Cal
Beisner.
Christ in Culture, Core 340, is supposed
prekr\owledge gained from the pre
to take the knowledge

invious core classes to a higher level of in
tellectual comprehension. Yet, in my third
year of college, enrolled in Christ in CulCul
ture, I receive minimal challenge from the
content presented to me.
re
It seems as though there has been a regression from the sophomore core class,
Cultural Heritage of the West, back to a
freshman level of academic rigor in this
class.
class.
In the informal survey I conducted, I did
hear comments about Christ in Culture
Howbringing together the rest of the core. How
ever, paired with this was the lament that
it was Self in Society "rehash."
“rehash.”
repetiGranted, a lot is learned through repeti
tion but that repetition can take place
within a particular class.
Granted, there will be some overlap
between these two courses, and a little "re“re
fresher” at the beginning of Christ in CulCul
fresher"
ture would be understandable. But for the
Sociwhole semester to consist of Self in Soci
ludiis
ety repackaged and made vague ludi
crous.
crous.
ofcovercover
If Christ in Culture is a means of
ing the bases that were supposed to be
covered in Self in Society but were missed
due to unqualified professors, it is a weak
attempt to solve a problem that should be
addressed at the source and not merely
covered over by another class.
class.
I am not saying that there are incompeincompe
tent professors, but their are some who,
by their own admission, are unqualified
to teach Self in Society.
There is no justification for requiring
two classes, the one as back-up or safety
net to the other, if indeed that is one of the
reasons for this class.
Self in Society has its sphere within the
core, and while Christ in Culture intersects
that sphere it should not mirror it.
Since the issue of culture is so pressing
for epistemically-aware Christians, there
would certainly not be a lack of material
from which to choose the text for this class.
Anderson cites various works by differdiffer
appro
ent authors that seem to be more approcourse.
priate for this course.
If what Mr. Anderson covers in What in
If
the World? is thought to be a necessary
part of the core curriculum, then I would
suggest including it in Self in Society as
one of the texts covered in the freshman
year.
Anderson’s What in the World? does
Anderson's
provide an overview that could be benefi
beneficial in establishing a foundational under
understanding of our calling as Christians-an
Christians—an
important concept needed to be learned in
the freshmen year, not the junior one.
CulWhen it comes time for Christ in Cul
ture two years later, a more in-depth and
rigorous study should take place.
However, the combination of the cur
current material in the junior-level course is
not a satisfactory one.
memIt is important that we respect the mem
bers of our community, but the primary
objective is to present the students with
material that will challenge and stretch us
to successively higher levels.
levels.
Anderson,
Out of no disrespect for Mr. Anderson,
necesWhat in the World? is not the text neces
sary for this class to attain its goals and/or
potential.

Just as I was getting used to seeing
Christmas decorations going up in late
October, Presidential election season is
upon us again.
This coming elec
elecsignifition will raise signifi
cant situations for
Christian voters and
cause a dilemma that
becom e more
will become
prevalent in future years. At the root of
single-isthis dilemma is the the issue of single-is
sue voters versus pragmatic voters.
In my brief experience in politics, it has
become clear that the great majority of
Christians are single-issue voters. This
does not mean that they do not care about
beor vote for people who hold specific be
liefs about multiple issues but rather that
givone issue is the true deciding factor in giv
ing their vote to a candidate.
There are many other interest groups
with the same dilemma. However, I will
try to deal with the Christian dilemma
here.
What happens when single-issue voting
has a negative effect on the results of the
campaign? For example, in a close elecelec
tion, two main party candidates have the
indepensame view on an issue while an indepen
dent holds the alternate view. If enough
indepen
single-issue voters vote for the independent, it is most likely that both candidates
whose ideas are closest to the interest
group will not receive enough votes to win
over the third party candidate.
Although this situation may seem un
unlikely to some, it has happened in the past
and is happening more. It is critical that
influChristians understand their role in influ
encing American politics and see the dandan
voting.
gers of single issue voting.
Christians are called to be about the
eswork of Christ, and in politics, this is es
govern
sential. The American system of government has allowed Christians to play an
influential role in the development
d~velopment of the
politique.
American politique.
As Augustine points out in City of
o f God,
Christians are called to work inside the
structure of the state even when it is papa
gan, for we are commanded to act as
leaven and fulfill our missionary mandate
by moving the state towards Christian
principles.
Therefore, in answering the dilemma of
whether Christians should be one-issue
voters or pragmatic voters, it is vital to
great
establish how the final goal of the greatest amount of righteousness and justice to
American society can be brought about.
In the endeavor to accomplish this goal,
we must remember that it is the Christian's
Christian’s
duty to bring about the greatest amount of
righteousness and justice within society
with the understanding that we still abide
in a fallen City of Man. We will never have
the perfect candidate, and more than likely,
the least perfect candidate will have the
most likelihood of having the
tbe upper hand
in the election.
In politics, one of the easiest ways to
avoid a probing question is with the anan
swer, “It
is
just
nature
politics.”
P.Olitics."
of
.~ature
the
"It
However, this equivocal statement
statement is vital
in this discussion.
discussion.
The American system is a political
sys
politic~ sy~tem that works on established rules in a
country quickly moving away from ChrisChris

tian principles. If a Christian is to have
sysany influential force on our political sys
system, he must act within the political sys
tem to do it.
trioe
Missionaries do not call a remote tribe
on the phone and inform them that they
must change their behavior. Rather, it takes
a consorted effort to enter into their socisoci
ety and work from within to bring about
change one step at a time.
One argument proposes that if every
Pne
speperson in an interest group voted for a spe
made
be
would
cific candidate, a statement
even if the candidate was not elected to
office. This may be true, but it does not
have any practical influence on the govgov
ernmental institution. It took a majority to
vote the third candidate into office and this
majority will be the people the candidate
will try to keep satisfied while in office.
In addition, many people feel that a vote
for a candidate shows agreement from the
voter for the candidate’s
candidate's entire platform.
Again, this is not true.
A vote for a conservative in domestic
affairs does not mean all those who voted
for him condone his position on foreign
affairs. In the same way, a vote for a prochoice candidate does not mean that you
issue. ·
agree with his stance on that issue.'
In the Old Testament, Moses permitted
fa
Mata man to divorce his wife and yet in Mat
thew, Christ explains to the Pharisees,
“Because
"Because of the hardness of your heart he
(Matt
precept" (M
wrote you this precept”
att 10:5).
Moses’
Moses' action did not condone divorce or
make it right, but because of the nature of
the situation, his action is justified.
justified.
This is not, however, an easy position
candito take for l1 have trouble voting for candi
on
dates that I even slightly disagree
with
ilisagree
select minor issues, much less a candidate
who is pro-choice. And yet, in a situation
betas previously described, a vote for a bet
ter candidate with no chance of winning
would be counter to
t() the goal of bringing
greater righteousness and justice to socisoci
ety or defending what righteousness and
justice our society still contains.
At the foundation, Christian wisdom
must give us insight into the repercussions
of political decisions. As the Scripture
Chris
makes clear in the book of James, Christian action is necessary for holiness but
this action requires wisdom (James 3:1317). Without wisdom to understand the
political environment, Christian influence
will lose all poignancy and competence.
This line of argument, nonetheless, can
lead people to conclusions that I do not
wish to draw. First, this does not mean that
Christians should not run themselves or
·Christians
run other Christian candidates because
they do not expect to win. In fact, ChrisChris
tians should be running for every office.
Opposition in politics puts important
issues in the spotlight, and can influence
other candidates to change their positions.
But in the final vote, wisdom must still
play the upper hand.
Second it does not mean that Christians
drop these issues by the wayside but rather
that they, fight all the more to make clear
cantheir opposition to the platform of the can
didates.
claimed
have.claimed
Puistians have
Many elections Christians
in the past
p~t will lose ground. JItt will take
, .in
patience and wisdom, but most of all, faith
that. God will
women He
and
use the- men
.r
•
.
power under His authority
pl~ed in pow~
has_placed
. has
to bring righteousness and justice to our
corrupt society.
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Reformed critique of
p
censorship
silliness, censorshi
By Travis Hutchinson
Guest Writer

necAs an introduction, a few words are nec
essary. This was originally submitted to
the Wittenberg Door and seems to have
dropped into a Black
Hole. I have had no
messages to let me
know why my article
was not posted and
have had a conversaconversa
tion with someone
som eone
who has had the same experience as I. So
I elected (a great Presbyterian term) to
submit this to The Bagpipe.
goI’m go
Against my better judgment I'm
ing to go ahead and speak out at the risk
of being Insensitive, Rude and Boorish
(none of which would be very new to me).
After months of passing by, I am overcome
with conviction; something really must be
said.
As Christian brothers and sisters we !!!'e
are
very quick to speak against heresy and
doctrinal error; even stylistic disputes can
quickly become hotly, if not prudently,
debated. However, we rarely, if ever, speak
against silliness. For example, before I
became a Christian I was amazed that
popuChristians didn’t
dido 't notice most of their popu
lar music was pretty awful—-a
awful---'a very much
improved situation today.
As a C
hristian, I have seen "pet
“pet
Christian,
projects”
projects" in churches, where a Very Nice
Person has a Very Stupid Idea and the rest
of the church goes along with it to avoid
hurting the Very Nice Person's
Person’s feelings.
every
I once attended a church where everyone like the music leader and appreciated
the energy and time the leader put into the
program. However, everyone hated the
music! How hurt do you think the leader
was when he found out everyone had re
really been deceiving him?
Isn’t gentle truth kinder than deception?
Isn't
This brings us to the Matter at Hand..
the
Hand ....the
Wittenburg Door.
Certainly Martin Luther had a Fine Idea
with his 95 Theses, the Reformation, and
all. Certainly having a public forum at a
Reformed College patterned after Luther’s
Luther's
action is a Fine Idea as well. Even the concon
struction of the Door is impressive and
faithful to period decor.
But did Martin Luther submit his TheThe
ses to the Bishop or Pope for approval

before posting them? Was there a person
"The Church
or committee which said, “The
this?"
approves this?”
Now there are those who might reply
obscenwe are just trying to guard against obscen
ity or other heinous postings. But really,
wouldn’t the perpetrator of malfeasance
wouldn't
just post it somewhe.re
somewhere else? Or better yet,
just spray paint it on a wall? I know CovCov
enant must be loaded with these miscre
miscreants from the graffiti I see plastered over
campus.
What is the real perceived message of
the submission policy? Isn’t
Isn't it really seen
as a guard against controversy or hard truth
directed at faculty or staff?
A recent posting asked, "Where
“Where are all
the student voices?"
voices?” The answer is the
classrooms, dorms, halls and under the
canopy of the beautiful trees where there
is no threat of censure.
I am not proposing to do away with the
Door. Nor am I suggesting the Real Intent
of the policy is censorship. But perhaps
mesthe policy might be examined for its mes
sage and necessity.
Of course, in submission to the duly
subconstituted authorities, this has been sub
mitted for approval through the appropriappropri
rebelate channels. There is, however, a rebel
lious strain in me which wanted to come
to Carter Hall in the early hours of the
morning and nail it to the Door.
At the time of writing I was convinced
the institution of the Door was practicing
censorship. I still am not convinced, but
there are three things; one, or more, of
which the Door seems to be guilty:
a) Insincerity (cen.sorship
(censorship of ideas in a
·
forum is always insincere)
b) Lack of Discipline (perhaps articles
are getting lost)
censor
someone believes censorc) Ignorance ((someone
untimeliship, lack of explanations, and untimeli
ness do not interfere with the Free Flow
of
Ideas)
ofldeas)
Now I am not trying to attack anyone
personally. But as Reformed Christians we
should not be afraid of the Free Flow of
Ideas. Restriction on information and
thought made the Reformation necessary.
We are not afraid of expression because
we have the Truth, the Word of God. The
inter
Holy Spirit is our guide as Scripture interprets Scripture; no one having a monopoly
on the Truth.
What are we afraid of?
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In this time o f political posturing and campaigning, we have all observed the
usage o f political lingo and rhetoric. Some o f these phrases are worth remember
ing and are actually helpful in understanding the political process. We have tried to
help explain some o f the key phrases and concepts that are coming up a lot this
year:
Baseline Budgeting: When the political community refers to “budget cuts” you
may be surprised at what is actually meant by this. The Congressional Budget Of
fice estimates that over the next seven years “spending would rise by 37 percent
and revenues by 44 percent.”
The Republican budget cut proposes spending hikes of 27 percent, not 37 per
cent, and collection of 41 percent greater tax revenues, not 44 percent as was ex
pected.
Therefore they are cutting the budget using the concept of baseline budgeting. It
is a formula built into the federal spending plan which automatically projects the
predicted spending increase of the budget. So, in other words, thfe budget plan is
cutting the increase in spending and taxes rather than cutting the budget itself.
Electoral College: The U. S. Constitution, in Article II, Section 1, clause 2, calls
for the appointment of a “number of Electors, equal to the whole number of Sena
tors and Representatives, to which the State may be entitled in Congress.”
These Electors will “meet in their respective States, and vote by ballot for Presi
dent and Vice President...They shall submit them sealed to the...President of the
Senate [who] shall.. .open all the certificates. The person, having the greatest num
ber of votes for President, shall be the President.”
Each state appoints their own Electoral College (group of elected voters) through
a process chosen by the State Legislature.
Today the laws of every State require that electors be popularly chosen. All the
colleges meet at the same time in their respective states and vote for President and
Vice President.
All the Colleges meet on the same day and cast their ballots for President and
Vice President.
Since 1796 members of the Colleges have nearly always cast their ballots for the
presidential and vice-presidential candidates nominated by their respective party
conventions.
Redistricting: Redistricting is an action of the State legislature that sets new
congressional district boundaries when a situation requires a change in districts.
This year, redistricting came into the spotlight in Georgia because of a Supreme
Court decision concerning Georgia’s 11th congressional district.
The Court ruled that congressional districts cannot be chosen on the basis of
race—the initial justification behind the drawing o f the 11th district. The bulk of
the 11th district contained rural Georgian farmland with a majority of Caucasian
voters,
11th district lines were drawn, the Legislature saw fit to inthat was one-mile wide in some places and extended into a
The Supreme Court mandated that the district lines had to be redrawn by this
fall’s elections, but due to a deadlock in the State Legislature as to where to draw
the lines, the decision is now in the hands of the Supreme Court of the state of
Georgia.
Filibuster: A filibuster is a tactic used by a member of the Senate in order to
delay a vote on a specific motion. This tactic includes extended speechmaking and
debate by a member or members who do not want a motion to come to a vote—
usually because it will pass by a close, partisan vote.
____________________
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Reforme
d approach to 'anti-Chr
Reformed
‘anti-Christian’
istian' art
By Jen Calvert
Guest Writer
Christians have often been wary in rere
sponse to new developments in artistic
style, regarding anything beyond a
Rembrandt-like realism as "evil."
“evil.”
I assume, however, that the reader alal
ready sees merit in developing art in light
of the cultural mandate and accepting what
may even be unexpected developments, as
. long as the developmental foundations are
riot against Scripture.
not
What may be less understood is whether
Christians should accept or reject styles
which have developed out of anti-Christian, God-denying world views.
Some styles which have typically raised
not a few Christian eyebrows in this past
century are dadaism, nihilism, chance art,
and photo-realism. (This list is not comcom
prehensive.)
These styles have been shunned for rearea
sons such as their revelry in the absurd,
their preoccupation with destruction, dede
nial of inherent order in the universe, and
affirmation of surface reality as the only
reality.
Jackson Pollock's
Pollock’s paint-splattered cancan
vases are a specific example of such concon
troversial art. His working method was to
let hanging paint buckets swing freely
above his canvas, dispensing paint "by
“by
chance.”
chance."
In his work, Pollock sought to commu
communicate the idea that everything occurs by
chance-there
chance—there is no God to give order to
the universe.
In light of art which originates in nonChristian, even anti-God world views the
question which warrants discussion is:
“Can a Christian use these styles in good
"Can
conscience for the expression of a ChrisChris
tian world view and disregard the original
world views which 'invented'
‘invented’ the styles?”
styles?"
For example, can a Christian drip paint
randomly on a canvas as a celebration of
the intricate patterns of color and shape
which God's
God’s natural laws of physics bring
to pass? Or is the whole style of random
application of paint inherently evil and tied
by its very nature to a God-denying world
view?
It may be helpful to look at this quesques
tion in terms of the two components of art
which are ultimately being considered: the
media (the style used) and the message
(the world view shown).
II know of three different ways that the
relationship between media and message
has been described.
First, the connection between the me
media and the message is ontological. The
media, because of its inherent nature, alal
ways determines or implies the message.
Second, the connection between media

and message is completely arbitrary. The
media's
media’s ability to allude to a message rests
only in the viewer's
viewer’s interpretation—what
interpretation-what
the viewer wants the media to mean.
Third, the connection between the two
is cultural. The media conjures up a cercer
tain message because of connotations
which have become associated with the
media through past cultural development.
In contrast to the first suggested concon
nection, I would tend to see various art
styles not as inherently good or evil, but
as capable of being perverted through sin,
and in need of redemption.
To expand on this, using silly means to
make a point ((dadaism),
dadaism), making art which
is only temporary (nihilism), <;onstructing
constructing
artwork "by
“by chance"
chance” (Pollack), and copycopy
ing meticulously the outward details of an
object (photo-realism), are not sinful methmeth
ods in themselves.
The second view of the relationship be
between media and message is also incorincor
rect in my opinion. Although I do not bebe
lieve that the message is inherent in the
media, I do think that it is quite dangerous
to divorce the two altogether.
An entire divorce desensitizes the ChrisChris
tian to the command to "test
“test the spirits."
spirits.”
We must be wary of what an artist may be
trying to say through the use of a given
style.
In agreement with the third suggested
relationship between media and message,
I believe that styles may be developed to
illustrate varying world views, but are not
in essence good or bad because of that
association.
If tti.is
this is true, then it seems that-Christhat Chris
tians can use any number of different styles
including the ones I have mentioned. HowHow
ever, a Christian artist must be aware that
viewers unconscious of the ChristianChristian inin
tent of the artist may only interpret the
work according to the world view that has
been closely associated with that style in
the past.
con
I do not believe that past cultural connotatiom,associated
notations
associated with a style are a sufsuf
ficient reason to reject the use of that style.
If the style is used though, it is important
that the artist communicate in some way
the fact that he or she does not espouse
the usual world view implied.
Perhaps the artist could speak in person
ex
with the viewers, circulate or post an explanation of the artwork near the exhibit.
Or the artist could make the Christian
world view so clear through the subject
matter and content of the artwork that the
issue.
form is not even a questionable issu~.
When a Christian artist is wise, and
takes care to clarify the fact that he or she
does not embrace the original world view,
the artist may actually play a part in the
redemption of that art style.
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Lavender Mist by Jackson Pollock, 1950. In the paintings of
o f Pollock, the element of
of
the accidental plays a large and deliberate part. l;lowever,
However, it is no accident that the
drip paintings of
o f Pollock have a common identity and personal presence which
contributed to abstract expressionism in art.

'Relational
‘Relational’' interaction with
art offers enlightenm
enlightenment
ent
By Jeanne Faucheux
Guest Writer

A large number of people in our society
have been terribly misled to believe that
they can properly understand and critique
artist’s work after simply looking at it.
an artist's
Christians, perhaps more than others,
tend to evaluate a piece of art work based
solely on their personal taste or a
community’s approval.
community's
However, like music, literature, and
multidimen
dance, the visual arts are a multidimensional form of expression which require
more than just a brief perusal to be fully
fully
understood.
Perhaps considering personal relationrelation
ships will help illustrate the depth to which
artwork can be understood and enjoyed.
Imagine someone who has recently
caught your eye on campus, or sparked
your interest. Or, remember the exciting
beginnings of a current relationship.
At first, we are typically attracted to the
appearance of the person. There is no
shame in this.
But for a real relationship to develop, it
ex
must go deeper than that. You must explore and become familiar
fam iliar with the
broader character of that person.
In the same sense, a painting is much
more than simply a visual representation,
a neat design, or pretty colors.
Like any individual, a painting has a
story to tell, and characteristics which
make it distinctive.
In the same way one comes to under
understand another person, understanding a
commitment. But
painting takes time and commibnent.
in return, the "relationship"
“relationship” provides a
great deal o(
of enrichment and enjoyment.
So how does one begin to probe the
mysteries of a painting? ·
first thing to consider is who painted
The first
it.
ridiculously elemenelemen
This may sound ridic~usly
tary. But nevertheless, it is essential and

all too often overlooked.
Questions to be asked are: Where did
the artist live? What was the social concon
text? Was it a time of peace or political
upheaval? Did the artist accept the artistic
standards of the day, or was the artist a
non-conformist and reactionary?
sub
Something else to consider is the subject of the composition.
What was the artist depicting and why
land
did she choose to depict it? Is it a landscape, a portrait, a still life? Perhaps it is a
snapshot of everyday life, a historical
event, · or a mythical tale. Or, maybe the
artist chose to depict pure emotions: love,
sorrow, or rage.
· · The technique used by the artist to concon
vey a message or describe a scene is also
important to consider.
Brush strokes and application tech
techniques differ from movement to move
move- ment, and from artist to artist. A simple
re
study of medium and application may reveal many facts about the artist and his or
her society.
ana
Color schemes, which can also be analyzed, differ from painter to painter. Are
the colors dark and gothic, or bright and
impressionistic? Are they applied to cre
create a pleasing image, or are they violent
and contrasted upon the canvas?
Finally, you should consider the subjec
subjective impact.
The emotional response a painting
evokes is indeed inseparable from your
overall evaluation and appreciation of it.
It is the first thing about a painting which
hits you.
But as you begin to take into considerconsider
ation the life of the artist, the actual subsub
ject matter and the artist's
artist’s reason for paint
painting it and the techniques the artist u~.
used,
your emotional response may change.
In any case, these considerations should
help you evaluate visual art, and enrich
of it.
your appreciation of,it.
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Aesthetic critique requires
dimensional approach
By Jessica Carey
Guest Writer
One of my greatest pet peeves is hearhear
ing someone say, "Oh
“Oh please, I could do
that!" as I walk through a museum.
that!”
I think there is a more expansive way
of understanding the all-encompassing
term "art"
philos~phy
“art” than the simplistic philosophy
behind such exclamations.
A person with a simplistic perspective
of visual art encounters cognitive dissodisso
some
nance when they run smack into something in a museum that looks like the art
project their child or younger sibling
brought home from art class.
My purpose is to counter this kind of
perspective on art with a multi-faceted
di
view that deals with the many ways _oorr dimensions in which art exists. This concepconcep
aes
tion prepares the ground work for an aes“ways” with
thetic that addresses these "ways"
greater integrity than a view that reduces
art to technical skill.
Most introductory art classes will give
students a list of the "elements"
“elements” of art such
as line, color, contrast, balance, texture,
light and content. My discussion will asas
sume these elements as elements of the
way visual art technically exists.
Because many people already base their
aesthetic on a criticism that judges the
mastery of these technical elements, I will
leave them as given and pursue a broader
understanding of art that deals with the
issue of expressive content and purpose.
Speaking about the more nebulous
"ways"
“ways” or dimensions in which art exists
allows us to ascribe aesthetic merit in acac
cordance with the dimension in which a
certain work of art exists.
The most fundamental aspect of art is
it’s overover
its creative dimension. I know it's
used, but humans do function in imago Dei
“sub-creators.”
in such a way that we are "sub-creators."
It is valuable for us to take joy in simply
creating. Some works of art are like the
they’re valuable
scribbles of a child, but they're
because they are the expression of how
humans are designed to function.
We can certainly question whether or
child’s scribble should be framed and
not a child's
hung in the museum. Yet we should rec
recognize that the broadest conception of art
should include works that are valuable
simply for their createdness.
createdness.
“way” that art exists is in
The second "wal
the expressive dimension. This is closely
aspect because
related to the creational aspect_
create will ineviinevi
everything that humans creat~
something about the indiindi
tably express s9mething
vidual~
vidual. The artist uses the visual manipumanipu
lation of the technical elements of art to
something that can be anywhere
express someµring
on a continuum of mood to message.
It is a mistake to criticize a work on the
basis of apparent technical skill without
considering its expressive purpose. It is
equate a criti~ism
criticism of what
also a mistake to equate~
philosophy or message was expressed in
a work of art with how it was expressed.
Christians are great at this. We often
maintain that if the message of an art work
maintain.
immoral, th~n
then th~
the work lacks Jsthetic
aesthetic
is immoral~·
merit.
,
·
merit. ··
expres
In a sense, all art contains an expressive element, even when it attempts to be
void of all meaning. A more methodical
ex
way of expressing meaning in a work ex-

sym
ists in the symbolic dimension. The symbolic dimension is within the expressive
but is expressive in a very particular way.
The medieval concept of art held this
dimension so high that the medieval
viewer perceived is as the only way art
could reach its height of aesthetic merit.
As a result, the art of that time period is
often criticized by the modern
modem viewer as
"unrealistic."
“unrealistic.”
This would not at all have been a criticriti
cism at the time. Thus the symbolic na
nature of medieval art uses the technical elel
ements in a way that reflects its symbolic
purpose, i.e. the forms are two-dimen
two-dimen~
sional and lack perspective. An aesthetic
judgment of medieval art cannot have any
validity without an understanding of the
symbolic way in which it portrays reality.
Like the symbolic dimension, the decodeco
rative dimension of art seems more oui
out of
gor
date today than it did in the day of gorgeous altarpieces and stained glass windows. However, the decorative dimension
of art still makes a unique use of the physi
physical elements. Therefore, the acknowledgacknowledg
ment that a work exists primarily in the
decorative dimension should affect the
kind of aesthetic criticism we apply to it.
dimen
Art also exists in a representative dimension, as a representation of the natural
world. Many Christians reduce art to this
dimension because of the idea of the artist
“sub-creator.” For example, Tolkein's
Tolkein’s
as "sub-creator."
notion of subcreation freed him to pursue
fantasy, opposed to allegory, because he
recognized that anything he created would
reflect the world that God created.
it’s not possible for humans
In a sense it's
sub
not to be sub-creators, because their subordination stems from the fact that we
Chris
ourselves were created. Thus the Christian artist is free to create outside of the
representative dimension.
Another misconception regarding this
dimension is that representational art is the
el
only possibile mastery of the technical elthe, "I
“I could do that!"
that!”
ements of art. Thus the;
compel
mentality robs people of a more compelling understanding of how the artists can
employ technique through their use of
physical elements such as line and light.
Keeping in mind the creative, expresexpres
represen
sive, symbolic, decorative and representative ways in which art exists gives us a
better tool with which to make aesthetic
judgments.
One could easily make a more complete
listing of these dimensions, but I think this
criti
is a sufficient foundation to guide the critical approach we take again~t
against various art
works.
.
You might make the assertion that you
determine ·whether or not something i_s
is
~etermine
“fine art,"
art,” or "beautiful"
“beautiful” on the basis of a
"fine
mastery of the physical elements alone.
I may say that high art must display a
mastery of some of the technical elements
and use them expressively to convey
meaning and the creative value of the art
work.
understan~
What is important is that we understand
the necessity to discern in what "way,"
“way,” or ,
th~
in what dimension an artwork exists bebe
criti
fore making aesthetic judgments that critian irrelevant manner.
cize the work in an
Hopefully, we won
won’t
Hopefully;
'f blindly discount an
expressive art work because we think we
could do better.
·

we

The Kiss by Constantin Brancusi, 1909, is one of
o f his most famous works.

Romanian sculptor
themes
explores timeless theIDes
lence, The Gate of
o f Kiss, and The Endless
·Column. The last work is one of his most
representative sculptures and has become
Although his work has inspired several a symbol of his art.
ef
Brancusi was preoccupied with the efgenerations of abstract artists, Constantin
of light and form in different materimateri
Brancusi is one of the least understood fects oflight
sculp
als. His collected works consist of sculpmodernists.
time tures in marble, wood, bronze, and stone.
Art critics describe his sculpture as timeless—a link between archaic and modern, The sculptures arise from a sense of deep
less-a
the West and the East-and
East—and fundamentally innocence, endless wonder, and inner
Romanian. This complexity of philoso
philoso- struggle for expression.
He explored specific characteristics that
phies and cultures which J;lrancusi
Brancusi embodembod
ies in his simple sculptural forms may define essence. He was not interested in
portraying a specifjc
specific bird, fish, cock or
make it difficult to understand his art.
mate
Brancusi was bom
born in 1876 in a small person, but rather in presenting the matedi rial form of their abstract definitions.
Romanian village. After obtaining a diIn the series of sculptures on The Fish,
ploma from the Bucharest School of Fine
Arts in 1902, Brancusi left for Paris on Brancusi captured smooth, hydrodynamic
L’Ecole des Beaux- movement in marble and stone. In the
foot. He enrolled at L'Ecole
immor
sculptures on The Cock, Brancusi immorArts and met Rodin.
His apprenticeship in Rodin's
Rodin’s studio talized the staggered sound of crowing in
was short because Brancusi believed that stone, wood, and bronze. The Bird in
“nothing c;m
can grow under a big tree.”
tree." The Space, cut in marble and wrought in
"nothing
sublime and graceful
Rodin’s art are evident in bronze, explores the sub~ime
influences of Rodin's
Brancusi’s first series of works which inin flight position of a bird darting towards
Brancusi's
o f a Boy, the sun.
clude Sleeping Child, Head of
Ro
Because of his fascination with the RoPride, and The Prayer.
an
manian
folk
stories,
Brancusi
carved
anHowever, during this period he carved
type
bird:
the
other
of
mythological
The Kiss, a sculpture of majestic simplicsimplic
calm purity reveals Maiastra (The Magnificent). •
ity in which a calm
Mile.
one of the most
Mlle. Pogany represents ony
Brancusi's
Brancusi’s originality in sculpture. The
produ·ced by
Kiss became a life-time theme ofBrancusi:
of Brancusi: fascinating sculptures produced
Brancusi. Although this sculpture portrays
search for joy and unity.
expressing his search·
tr,n1scendent- character
During his fifty years in Paris, Brancusi a real person, its transcendent
image of eyes.
Ameri represents a controversial -image
never had a one-man gallery show. Amerireflect a penpen
more receptive to his art than · The unnaturally large eyes reflecLa
cans were moi:e
at
Europeans. He had several gallery shows sive nostalgic look poised in a delicate atin the Gugenheim Museum in New York, titude of modesty and femininity. The eyes
capture the essence of the human soul.
the Philadephia Museum of A!t,
Art, and the captu~
,the
The paradoxical White Negress, carved ,
Art Institute of Chicago.
In 1955, two years before he died, in white marble, epitomizes the essence
soul transce_
transcending
9ding the physi
physiBrancusi acknowledged th~t
that "without
“without the of the human soyl
.Brancusi
, .
Americans, I would have not been able to cal world.
;Americans,
I
'. produce all thj.s'_
Brancusi’s works convince the viewer ·
·arancusi's
this, ~r
or eveA
even existed>
existed.”7 , . ·'
that ttfo·
tile pedestal is part of the sculpture.
Romama seven times. thar
Brancusi visited RomaBia"Seven
Thus, each piece of sculpture is laid on a
few exex Tiiui;
During these visits, he opened a few·
ptocarefully designed pedestal 'which
which pro
hibits and worked on an ensemble in the ·carefully
town of Targu Jiu. The ensemble consists duces a certain effect of light and form.
o f SiSi
of three monumental works: Table of
. :.:
By Anca Luca
ByAncaLuca
Staff Writer
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Band prov
ides live musi
c, fails to draw in audi
provides
music,
audience
ence
By Lauris Vidal
Guest Writer
This Halloween, Campus Activities
Board held a party featuring the band SubSub
structure. The night was highlighted by a
costume
costum e contest and a viewing
view ing of
of
Hitchcock's Psycho.
Hitchcock’s
Substructure
Substructure,, consisting of numerous
Covenant alumni,_
alumni, put on a show in front
of a small group of students and a larger
group of coming and going trick-or-treaters.
The band started off with an instrumeninstrumen

tal called Meditation in D which foreshadforeshad crowd and played as they felt rather than
owed the rest of the set.
drawing the audience into their show with
Trance became the word of the night as intrigue and inovation. Most people wonwon
the band played on with little emotion exex dered if they should stay or leave. A few
cept for an occasional catchy solo by the . stayed for the whole show and enjoyed the
lead guitar player Dan Meyers. The exex live music.
citement in the night's
night’s activities reached
The music reflected Substructure’s
Substructure 's
a pinnacle when Matt Kimbrell and Jason strong southern influences and vaguelyTrimiew strutted in as disco cowboys to defined Christian faith. The southern flair
David Kennedy Bird’s
Bird's furious stomping. in the presentation became evident in their
However, the crowd had apparently not contented, country-boy style as they sung
hoped for a trance, but for a night of fun of mothers and dreary days of driving.
fellowship enhanced by live music. The Allusions to Christ reflected the band's
band’s
band expressed its individuality to the faith and revealed similarities to Bob

Subs
truc ture purp
oses to
Substructure
purposes
evok
ive Inoo
evokee pens
pensive
mood
d

ComisgEvents
Compiled by Laurel Reames
UTC/CADE K DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
UTC/CADEK
Nov. 30-UTC
30—UTC Wind Ensemble will perform at 8:00 p.m. in the Roland Hayes Concert
Hall at UTC. 755-4601
Dec. 3-The
3—The Chamber Singers will present a 3:00 p.m. concert in the Roland Hayes
Concert Hall at UTC. 755-4601
Dec. 7—ABaroque
7-A Baroque Ensemble will feature Handel’s
Handel's Organ Concerto at 8:00p.m.
8:00 p.m. in
Cadek Hall. The concert is free. 755-4624

By David Bird
Alumni Writer

On Halloween night, a night which rep
represents the sacramental distillation of evil,
Substructure played a concert of music in
the Great Hall, amid costumed revelers
and piles of candy.
The sobriety of the performance was
perhaps not what many students had exex
pected or desired. It was not party music;
most of it was not terribly danceable; it
did not lend itself to a mood of festivity
and frivolity.
I fear that in the world of contemporary
culture, some misunderstan
misunderstandings
dings have
arisen concerning the purpose of music.
music.
Among the young at any rate, the impresimpres
sion has arisen that a performance of live
music is supposed to be exciting, to get
the audience "pumped
“pumped up.”
up."
If a concert does not incite the audience
to dance or hurl their bodies against each
other and any available walls or large furfur
nishings, then it is perceived that the mu
musicians have somehow fallen short of the
goal. I can't
can’t help wondering, however, if
this is in fact the purpose of live music.
When an audience shows up to exJ?eriexperi
ence a performance of classical or jazz
jazz
music, the expectation is not maintained
that anyone will be dancing or jumping
about. Indeed, such behavior would be
greeted swiftly and decisively by the ushush
ers.
I recently attended a performance at St.
Paul's
P
au l’s Episcopal Church
C hurch of
o f Gabriel
G abriel
Faure's
Faure’s Requiem. The music was exquisexquis
ite, the performance impeccable, and no
one was moshing.
What was wrong? Had the orchestra and
choir fallen short in carrying out the purpur
pose of a live musical performance? I left
the church with no such impression. I left
the church with the compelling sense that
truth and beauty had raged-coagu
raged—coagulate
late and
throbbing-in sacramental waves among
throbbing—in
the gathered spirits of the communican
communicants
ts
in that monolithic space. It was, unquesunques
tionably, an exciting performance, but not
in any sense that would have moved the
audience to lose control over their bodies
or forget their sense of propriety.
The Substructure is not a rock and roll
band. We do not play pop music. Neither
are we alternative in the normally accepted
sense. Pardon my unabashed arrogance,
but I'd
I’d like to think that our music would
not fit in very well with the sort of drivel
that can typically be found on the altema-

Dylan.
The band provided a lyric sheet which
gave the audience a glimpse into their phi
philosophy. Quotes from other bands revealed
some sources of their inspiration. The pres
presence of a violinist and the aura of simplissimplis
tic percussion was reminiscent of just
about every southern rock band striving
for musical success.
All in all, Substructure lacked the
uniqueness needed to grab the audience’s
audience's
attention which made the show a good
back drop for friendly chit chat among the
trick-or-treaters.
trick-or-treaters.

HUNTER MUSEUM OF AMERICAN ART
Nov. 30-Dec. 23—During
23-During the Moonlight Mansion Tours, the Hunter Mansion will
be open for extended hours with tours every Thursday through Sunday from 5:308:00 p.m. Friday evenings will include free entertainment
entertainment with admission. 267-0968
Dec. 1—Exhibition:
I-Exhibition : “Inspiration
"Inspiration and Context: The Drawings of Albert Paley.”
Paley." The
exhibit will feature drawings and small models for furniture and architectural projects.
267-0968
Dec. 2—Exhibition:
2-Exhibition : "Festival
“Festival Organ: The King of
Instruments.”
oflnstrument
s." The exhibition will
cover the two thousand-year
thousand-year history of the pipe organ. It will demonstrate how the
the
pipe organ works. Visitors may pump bellows, depress keys, and watch valves open.

David Bird, lead singer of
o f Substructure.
tive music stations.
The Substructure is a serious consort of
thoughtful musicians seeking to make their
contribution to the sparking of a ReforRefor
mation in the music of the 21st century.
Our level of musicianship is not compacompa
rable, unfortunately
unfortunately,, to that of the musi
musicians who performed Faure's
Faure’s Requiem a
couple of weeks ago. We are definitely still
developing. And it could certainly be arar
gued that we fall far short of our brash and
perhaps unrealistic goals (which can be
found in a two-paragrap
two-paragraphh statement on the
final page of our concert program).
The goals are ambitious, the vision
megalithic. But nowhere in our statement
of purpose is the claim made that our mumu
sic is danceable, that it will pump you up
and make you lose control of body and
spirit. I should be sorely distressed if our
music brought about such a response on
the part of an ordinarily sober audience.
The purpose of the Substructure'
Substructure’ss mumu
sic, as with the purpose of much of the
sacred music of the past millennium and a
half and, ironically, of Halloween itself—
itselfis sacramental: to embody the very pres
presence of God in the setting of an aesthetic
context; to concretize, in very palpable imim
ages, the reality of creation, fall, and rere
demption through the medium of sound
and word.
Perhaps we are pitiably unsuccessful in realizing these goals. But I do not feel at
all responsible for not meeting goals that
are not ours, and which arguably should
not be anyone's-at
anyone’s—at least among those
who bear the name of Mercy Enfleshed
on their foreheads.

THE LITTLE THEATER OF CHATTANOOGA
CHATTANOOGA
Dec. 1-17-A
1-17—A Christmas Carol will be performed by a troupe of traveling actors in
the C.C. Bond Auditorium, on the campus of Chattanooga State Technical Community
Thursday-Saturday at 8:00 p.m. and on Sunday
College. Performances will be held Thursday-Saturday
at 2:30 p.m. 267-8534
OAK STREET PLAYHOUSE
PLAYHOUSE
The Matchmaker, based on a story by Thornton Wilder, will be performed at 6:30
Thursday-Saturday and at 1:00 p.m. on Sunday. 756-2024
p.m. on Dec. 1, 2, 7-9 Thursday-Saturday
CHATTANO OGABOYSC
CHATTANOOGA
BOYS CHOIR
HOIR
The 33rd edition of the Singing Christmas Tree will be presented Dec. 2 at 8:00 p.m.
and Dec. 3 at 2:15 p.m. in the Tivoli Theater. This year’s
year's theme is an Appalachian
Christmas. 265-3091
CHATTANOOGA DOWNTOWN
CHATTANOOGA
DOWNTOW N PARTNERSHIP
PARTNERSHIP
Dec. 2—The
2-The annual Christmas celebration at Ross’s
Ross's Landing will feature music, a
bonfire and a lighted boat parade and fireworks display over the Tennessee River.
The celebration will be from 6:00-9:00 p.m. 265-0771
8-Experienc e an Appalachian Christmas in the Waterhouse Pavilion. The event
Dec. 8—Experience
is free and will include folk music. 7:00-9:00 p.m.

CHORAL ARTS SOCIETY
.
Handel's Messiah will be performed at 8:00 p.m. on Dec. 2, at First Cumberland
Handel’s
Presbyterian. 877-7050
CHATTANOOGA STATE TECHNICAL
TECHNICA L COMMUNITY
CHATTANOOGA
COMMUNI TY COLLEGE
4--The
Dec. 4—
The CSTCC Jazz and Concert Band will present their Winter Concert in the
C.C. Bond Humanities Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free. 697-2431
Dec. 8- CSTCC Concert Choir will give their Winter Concert in the C.C. Bond
Humanities Auditorium. The performance will include Vivaldi’s
“Gloria” and other
Vivaldi's "Gloria"
holiday favorites and spirituals. The free concert will begin at
at 7:30 p.m. 697-2431

MadmgaL Oilmens
Celebrate Christmas with an evening o f feasting, musk, and other entertainment in
the style o f merrie old England. The evening will include a seven-course dinner in
' ' v
\ : \
; • ' ■■ ' ■j
v :c ■ ... ,
There will be m usk by the Madrigal Singers and Brass Chior.
Thursday, Nov. 30-Saturday, Dec.2. 6:30-9:30 p.m.. Great Hall. General Admission:
$24, Students, staff and faculty,: $20.

COR
NUC
CORNUCOPIA
OPI
A
Gourm
et Food &.
irourmet
&: Bevera
Beverage
ge
1228 Lula lake
Lake Road • Lookout Mountain, GA 30750
Telephone 706-820-0905 • Fax 706-820-9454
A GIDCO, Il'{C.
INC. C,ompany
Company

JZL 'Iru{y
TruCy

Unique

'Unique
'Ezyer
T ^ p e nienc
m cel

Co
C ome

by f o r g re a t ta k e -o u t b re a k fa st, lu n c h and d in neRAND
r and

TAKE TIME TO BROWSE THROUGH OUR TRULY UNIQUE STORE.
E.

•• Delicious gourmet
•,
foods including breakfast, lunch, dinner, hors d’oeuvres
· uvres & ·
a la carte sel
selections
•• Coffee bar featu
featuring cappuccino & espresso coffee
•• Largest
Largest selectii
selection of fine wines & imported beers in Chattanooga
ttan6"~,ji
:!

••Gifts & gift baskets especially designecfto
designed to enhance your
both perper
yottri,:image for,'\'::fSoth
sonal and business occasions
COVENANT
C o v e n a n t STUDENTS
s t u d e n t s AND
a n d STAFF
s t a f f ARE
a r e WELCOME!
w elcom e!

Across from the Methodist Church
at McFarland Rd. & Lula Lake Rd.
Open .M
onday-Satu rday
Monday-Saturday
9 AM to 8 PM
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Thornwell reconciles philosophy to sound theology
By Nathan Carlson
Guest Writer

Many of us who claim to be possessors
of a Presbyterian heritage seem to have
is
little or no idea of the key figures and iscontributed
ntributed
sues that co,
to forming our heri
heritage.
We too easily forget
fore
the struggles our forefathers endured to
bring us to this point.
Thus, we often come dangerously close
Thus;
to the very errors they spent years, and in
some cases, even lifetimes combating.
The saying holds true: a people who
forget their history are a people without a
foundation and without a future.
This introduction should serve to enen
alcourage further study of the one who, al
though largely unknown today, was called
by prominent theologians such as J. W.
“the great
Alexander and B. M. Palmer "the
man of the South."
South.”
Of James Henley Thornwell (1812ex
1862), B. M. Palmer, his biographer, exretire“The charms of scholastic retire
plains: "The
ment had not palled upon his enjoyment;
salvabut, with a stronger passion for the salva
tion of men, he longed for the .cure
cure of
souls.”
characterized
souls." This passion characterized
Thornwell throughout the remainder of his
life.
Thornwell was pre-eminently, in the
words of Morton Smith, a “philosophical
"philosophical
theo
theologian." His philosophical and theo, theologian.”
self
logical beliefs were inextricably and selfconsciously intertwined into one systemic
whole. It would be erroneous, for this rea
reaJo classify him as completely belong
belongson, to
ing to a particular school of philosophy.
He held generally to Scottish Common
Sense Philosophy, believing that, in op
op:· ·

position to the Sensationalism of his day,
while knowledge is in part derived from
contact of the senses with the external
world, there are fundamental and implicit
“laws of belief’
belief' in the mind that, when
"laws
combined with external observation, allow
one to know.
Thornwell strove to show the complete
harmony between sound theology and
philosophy. Yet, for him, Scripture took
precedence in every matter. Palmer quotes
him as saying, "If
“If there is but one passage
of Scripture against us, our speculations
wind."
must go to the wind.”
Always characterized by humility, but
never by compromise, Thornwell thus
clearly marked the bounds of reason, and
endeavored to remain within these selfimposed constraints.
Thornwell spent most of his life in edu
education. His early attachment to philosophy
allowed him time to grasp the complex
arguments of great philosophers, as well
system of
as fully develop his own system
thought. He brought his vast knowledge
to the classroom, and there endeavored to
critique various philosophies, and impart
a sense of their historical development.
His theological teaching was no differdiffer
ent. For his seminary text he used Calvin’s
Calvin's
Institutes, which he admired for its clarity
and precision, and its appeal to Scripture
rather than the shifting sands of human
thought. In the words of his biographer,
“No instructor was ever more highly revrev
"No
erenced, ~r
or more truly beloved; and that,
too, exactly in proportion to the student's
student’s
own ability to appreciate his merit, and to
profit by his methods."
methods.”
There is a great deal of overlap between
those traits which made Thornwell an inin
char
fluential educator and those which charpowacterized his life as a preacher. His pow
erful logic, passionate emotion, and noble

----------------------'-----,

style combined to impress both heart and
mind with the truth of the Scripture.
-mind
Palmer says of him in this regard, "He
“He that
never heard him, never heard the gospel
in its majesty.”
majesty."
Finally, Thornwell stood out as an
“ecclesiastical statesman."
statesman.” It was this parpar
"ecclesiastical
ticular role, that was probably the most
vital one he filled. He was key in the
founding of the Presbyterian Church in the
United States. His Old School background
and jure divino view of Presbyterianism
won him the title "hyper
“hyper High Church
Presbyterian”
Presbyterian" from Charles Hodge.
There were two primary characteristics
which made Thornw
ell such a great
Thornwell
churchman. First, he was a man of firm
principles. He had completely thought
through his own system and come to bibbib
lically established conclusions, which he
applied to the issues of his day, and which
kept him from wavering.
Second, he was an extremely cautious
in speech, suspending his judgment until
all sides of the issue had been argued. The
example is given in his biography of a
particular occasion when, after presbytery
had debated an issue for a number of days,
Thornwell stood and in ten minutes not
only unraveled the tangled mess of the
debate, but offered a solution to the issue
that won unanimous approval from all in
attendance. This was apparently not the
characterexception to the rule, but rather character
istic behavior of a man well-suited to the

Henry Thornwell, "philosophical
“philosophical ·
‘hyper’Presbyterian.
Presbyterian.
theologian" and 'hyper'

different responsibilities he was given.
Thornwell died shortly before his 50th
birthday. He never produced a substantial
theological work, but what we do have of
his collected writings approach such a
work.
hisAlthough he dealt within a specific his
torical situation, most of what Thornwell
has written remains very much relevant
isand important for our day. Most of the is
sues he confronted have sprung up again,
in one form or another.
We would do well to learn from example
and teaching.

Terminology of the Bi-Week*:
forr
presents a new technical word every other week fo
o f your vocabulary.
the amelioration of
chiaroscuro (key-ARE-a-SKYUR-oh) n.: an arrangement of light and dark in
pictorial representation, especially in a work of visual art.
“light,” which is based
This word is a combinatin of the Italian chiaro, meaning "light,"
on the Latin clarus, meaning "clear,"
“clear,” and oscuro, meaning “dark,”
"dark," the Latin for
which is obscurus.
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Musical attracts
adrenaline addicts
By Kjirstin Bentson
Guest Writer
What makes a person want to take part
in a play?
The average college student experiences
a distinct sense of apprehension at the
thought of speaking in public or, worse,
at the thought of making a general specspec
tacle of oneself in front of a large number
of people.
What makes some students different?
A -common
common answer would be, perhaps,
that the people who act are those louder
students who thrive off any kind of attenatten .
lion,
tion, but more often than not, the actors in
plays are just not usually the kind of people
you'd
you’d equate with the practice of showshow
manship.
Granted, a few actors are generally visvis
ible people, but the larger number of drama
aren’tt the most extreme atpeople really aren'
tention-getters on campus. Some, in fact,
are seemingly the most quiet and reserved
of all.
p.art as an
Perhaps a brief history of my part
actor in the musical South
Soµth Pacific would
shed some light on the question.
My participation in the play began with
auditions, naturally. Auditions are usually
populated with many girls and a few guys.
al
Since at Covenant the natural ratio is already unbalanced, guys often do seem to
be in the minority.
This usually causes problems for the
director who is casting because
beeause most plays
seem to have one or two feminine roles
merely as spice in the meat and potatoes
of the male roles. However, things sort
themselves out and the few, the proud, the
cast is appointed.
Next highlight: the first read-through.
Generally half or more of the cast, at this
point, still have little or no idea of what
the play is all about. Consequently, some
in
lines can take on particularly peculiar inflections. The whole deal usually takes
four times longer than the play will in its
polished form.
Rehearsals begin after that, and slowly
entrances, exits,
the motions of the play—
play-entrances,
walking, running, stabbing, kissing, what
whatfor—take shape as lines are
ever is called for-take
read from the script in surer and surer

rhythms.
Then, just as rehearsals are reaching
their natural peak of excellence, the blow
falls-next
falls—next rehearsal "all
“all lines must be
memorized!” As one might imagine, this
memorized!"
rehearsal is generally the longest ordeal
of all.
The actors stumble about woodenly. I
stare at my hands which get most inordiinordi
nately in the way when there is not a script
in them. The phrase "uh
...line?" is com“uh...line?”
com
mon, and I despair with everyone as we
realize that there are only a few weeks until
the first performance.
Such despair is, of course, premature,
and as the next week progresses, I realize
that perhaps it is not as much a lost cause
as I thought. The rhythm quickens, and
rehearsals seem to grow shorter as people
remember their entrances and cues and
movements.
Songs from the play are constantly on
"repeat"
“repeat” in the back of my mind. The ·
moment anyone mentions the title of a
So~th Pacific song at rehearsal, at least
South
four people in the room start singing.
Rehearsals become more serious and
complex. Lights and props are introduced.
People squint into the spotlight and whine,
"Does
bright?!" Normal
“Does it have to be so bright?!”
actions such as drinking from a glass seem
extremely unnatural after several months
of pantomiming the action.
Time between scenes is lengthened as
furniture is moved about. Those who are
do
supposed to kiss actually have to start doing so-to
so— to the general amusement of evev
involved.
eryone involved.
Then the time comes when you are peerpeer
ing through the curtains, watching the
room fill up as your stomach flies into your
throat...
throat.
..
Actors are probably adrenaline addicts.
has ever felt strictly
For none I have known h~
calm at a performance, or at auditions, for
that matter. Yet we come back again and
again to tie up our stomachs into knots and
wander around zombie-like as tests, pa
papers, and performances all seem to fall on
the same days.
wouldn’t give it up for
For all that, I wouldn't
even the most calm of semesters where I
was assured of a 4.0.
learn.
Some people will never learn.

Kjirstin Bentson, practices fo
forr her part as Bloody Mary in the Covenant Mine Shaft
Players’
version of
o f Roger and Hammerstein’
musical, South Pacific.
Players' ~rsio~
Hammerstein '.sS' m~ical,

‘While the cat is away, the mice will play.
’Anamarie Pratt sits in the chair of
o f her
'While
play. 'Anamarie
faithful in little'
little’before
boss, a Christian congressman from Texas, and learns to be 'faithful
she can be 'faithful
faithful in much. '’

Capitol Hill job likened to
parable of talents
By Amamarie Pratt
Alumna Writer
How many menial jobs will you have
until you finally discover your dream job?
When we get to heaven and give an acac
count of what we did on earth, it will not
be a matter of what or how much we were
given, but what we did with what God
gave us.
I am reminded of the parable in Luke
19:12-27 where a certain nobleman left
home to receive a kingdom and then rere
turned. Before he left, he gave varying taltal
ents to his servants. When the nobleman
returned, the servants gave him an account
of what they did with their talents.
The servant given ten talents wisely
re
doubled them. The pleased master rewarded him by giving him authority over
ten cities.
Another servant, given five talents, also
doubled the talents and was rewarded with
authority over five cities.
· Finally, the third servant granted one
hand
talent declared he had saved it in a handkerchief so he wouldn't
wouldn’t lose it. This didn't
didn’t
tal
sit well with the master, so he took the talent away and gave it to the servant who
doubled his ten.
In January, I began interning on CapiCapi
tol Hill for a Christian congressman from
Texas.
An intern on Capitol Hill is the lowest
job in an office; yet, I worked for free and
was there five days a week from 8 a.m. to
6 p.m. I sat at one of the front desks greetgreet
ing the people and answering the phones

that seemed to never stop ringing.
my job
job
One month later, after doing my'
be
faithfully, I was put on pay roll and became a staff assistant. While I continued
to answer phones, I now was in charge of
congressman’s personal
answering the congressman's
mail.
After a while, I desired to have more
responsibility. I knew I was doing my best
wasn’t
with the job given me, but I felt I wasn't
contributing enough to the office.
consciously
applied
principle
ofof
thethe
I consciously
applied
thethe
principle
parable of the talents to my situation. I
knew I had to be faithful in the little be
before I could be in charge of much.
After several months of feeling this way,
congressman’s scheduler had to return
the congressman's
to Texas for personal reasons. Out of all
the candidates to fill the position, my boss
chose me for the job. I had never trained
for anything like this before, so the work
is hard. Despite the extra work, I am glad
· that my boss considered me faithful and
gave me the promotion.
The scheduler is an important job. It is
considered a pposition
o sition of trust in a
congressman’s
office.
congressman's
My new responsibilities are to schedsched
ule all his appointments, speaking engageengage
ments, and public appearances, and pay
all the bills for the District of Columbia
office and the two district offices in Texas.
No matter what job you start out with,
remember the promise in Luke 10:
10:16,
“he
16, "he
faith /
who is faithful in a very little thing is faithunrigh
ful also in much; and he who is unrighthing is unrighteous
teous in a very little thing_
in much.".
much.”
_in
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The Kilterkam
Kilterkampf:
‘from bad to worse'
worse’
pf: 'from
camrecent excitement across Covenant’s
Covenant's cam
pus.
For some reason, a 4 a.m. fire alarm
It’s hard to believe, but it seems like comes to mind pretty quickly. Admissions
It's
enroll
things have gone from bad to worse around was thrilled to hear about that, and enrollment analysts have proposed to continue
here.
First, wearing a sweatshirt and a winter that recruitment technique to the best of
jacket to daily meals is no longer good their ability in the future.
A number of freshmen have recently
enough in the Great Hall. This time, our
temperature control staff has performed a filed claims with our Residence Life staff
alleg
about pipe-banging intruders who allegtruly remarkable feat.
Two Saturdays ago, it was actually five edly have been infiltrating a number of
degrees colder in our dining hall than it Carter dorm rooms regularly during late
was outside. That Saturday, was as cold • nights and early mornings.
Such concerns are being dealt with as
Madas it was when we waited in line for Mad
as possible by a very alarmed but
quickly
rigal tickets.
it’s not
Also, last edition's
edition’s statement that the enthused counseling staff. After all, it's
average wait time for hot water in Carter everyday that students enter the office with
dorm rooms is approximately 22 minutes, such significant concerns.
And good old Pre-Registration managed
1968’s wait time of 22 and a
down from 1968's
to cause a few problems of its own.
half, is no longer accurate.
For the first time in a few years, Dr.
Now, instead of standing under freezfreez
ing cold water for a straight 22 minutes, Henry Krabbendam will be teaching a onestudents can expect several sharp blasts credit course on marriage preparation this
of scalding water at irregular intervals spring. The course, originally assigned to
a small Carter basement classroom, has
during morning showers.
it: Attempts been moved to Sanderson 215 to better
And make no mistake about it.
Hee-bee.
to counter such scalding blasts are futile. meet the demand. Hee-hee.
Rumor has it that the class filled up afaf
Even with the cold faucet at its full
Ofcom ter the first 20 minutes. Apparently, Of
power and the hot faucet turned off comfice of Records staff had their hands full
pletely, scalding is no less probable. .
It’s
It's a remarkable feat, but at Covenant, trying to keep control of an unruly mob of
mainte- students who, in addition to having to wait
through some pretty high-tech mainte
af- in a single file line for a day and a half,
nance work, shower handles no longer af
were not permitted to take the pre-marfect water temperature in the least.
My advice is to be prepared for cold wawa riage class! From bad to worse.
In an effort to be a little less biased,
ter with scalding spurts-and
spurts—and count your
though, I must report that pre-registration
blessings with anything else.
wasn't entirely a negative experience. In
Other events have also stirred up some wasn’t
By Josh Good
Staff Writer

-

Buy

§cell

Spend an afternoon browsing through Chattanooga
Chattanooga’s
s largest used
book and CD store. We have over 20,000 used CDs in stock,
90,000 used books, 1,500 used videos, plus a large selection of
used video games, laser discs, new and used books on tape, and
a select group of new magazines.
Chattanooga
6401 Lee Highway
Phone: 892-0067

Monday - Thursday 9am-9pm
9am-10pm
Opm
Friday - Saturday 9am-l
Sunday 12pm-8pm
12pm-8pm

Pipe-banging intruders continue to hide their activity behind the false theory of cold
pipes, expanding air (and all that) while Dave Fish enjoys and nice, warm shower.
fact, some Covenant personnel actually enter the science department, anatomy
classes have been dissecting the same cats
benefited from the morning's
morning’s events.
Dr. Allen, Covenant’s
Experi for the past month or two. If you do walk
Covenant's Dean of Experiwon't forget the experience.
ential Studies, for example, had a brand through, you won’t
While it is understood that inductive scisci
new group of students in his office that
auWednesday afternoon requesting "any
“any entific observation is difficult to make au
possible program to get out of the country thoritatively conclusive, perhaps I might
next
semester" after being shaken up by still pose a purely imaginary theory about
nel{t semester”
let's say
some anatomy cats, smell, and, let’s
their pre-registeration experience.
Meanwhile, a large number of females (just for the sake of argument), an enclosed
the.entire
have recently complained that the
entire science department in the basement of an
Covenant dating scene took a harsh blow old hotel with a big tower.
Hypothetically speaking, if one were to
with the publication of this year's
year’s Great
kill a few cats for dissection purposes and
book.
Scots book.
Some
me room for
When asked about it, the Residence Life store them together in the Sa
passt:d by might
staff apologized and admitted to putting a few Jays, those who passed
off the lookbook's
lookbook’s publishing as long as . begin to smell something abnormal. After
a week, if those same dead cats had not
they could.
Apparently, social analysts predicted been buried, that smell might worsen.
And after two or three months, if those
“fat face camera"
camera” might have a
that the "fat
degenerative effect upon the dating scene. same dear cats were still being picked
conThe school is seriously considering sevsev apart, that terrible smell, we might con
someun- clude, would probably have at least some
eral costly options for resolving this un
hypotheti
. thing to do with those cats. All hypothetiprecedented concern.
In other developments,
developm ents, the new cally, of course.
Of course, as a young Bagpipe writer
Shadowlands
lands soccer field and running area
Shadow
don't
has also caused a few problems of its own. with a lot of growing left to do, I don’t
plan
Covenant's want to underestimate the thorough planThe new practice field for Covenant’s
teams--coined ning which may have gone into this whole
men and women soccer teams—coined
“the
field” by one of Covenant's
Covenant’s cat thing.
"the poop field"
Perhaps Covenant needed an extra mil
milathletes—has led to severe
most respected athletes-has
run- lion dollars for the new science building
depression for several cross country run
to be completed on time. One trip through
ners and soccer players alike.
Covenant’s credit, we did the basement these days would convince
Of course, to Covenant's
purchase the field at a remarkable price, me to donate just about any quantity of
not to mention the kickbacks we receive needed funds if I were C.G. or Nancy
Mills.
from Chattanooga Sewage.
Maybe that’s
that's the strategy, and if so, my
And, to complete this week’s
week's list of
hat’s
President Brock for pursuing a
to
off
hat's
events causing extra friction around cam
camcreative means to find donors.
remarkably
of
I ’ll close with a quick discussion
pus, I'll
it’s not, how about bury
buryit's
assuming
But
the cats.
ing
poor
creatures?
those
ever
Just
to
brief
any
of
you
who
don’t
don't
'Just

S n a p p y
4612 St Elmo Ave.
Chattanooga, TN.,
37409

(615) £21-7627
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Reeder shines, Gelston
struggles at nationals

Third place
a charill
charm

Phil Gelston did not fare so well in the
men's
men’s five mile event. He got stuck in the
back of the pack early in the race and was
A mix of rain, ice, and snow made for never able to move up, crossing the line
an extremely slow and difficult race at last in 29:48.
Saturday's
Saturday’s NAIA national cross-country
"It
“It was the worst race I've
I’ve run all seasea
championship in Kenosha, Wisconsin.
son,"
son,” said Gelston. "I
“I was not prepared
Covenant’s Abby Reeder finished the mentally."
Covenant's
mentally.”
messy course in 20:19, placing in the top
Coach David Taylor offered his analyanaly
half of a field of 289 runners.
sis of their performances, "Phil
“Phil is a rhythm
"It
“It helped having run at nationals last runner, and Abby a strength runner. The
year. I was much more ready this time,"
time,” · sloppy conditions really favored strength
Reeder said. "Actually,
“Actually, it was the shorts."
shorts.” runners today."
today.”

Staff Writer

By Joe Kaufmann

By Joe Kaufmann
Staff Writer

Phil Gelston works hard to the finish.

Marathon exeillplifies
exemplifies huillan
human spirit
By Joe Kaufmann
Staff Writer
One week after his team was knocked
out of the TVAC soccer tournament, Josh
Good decided to give running a try. So
na~ly
naturally he began with the marathon.
On the morning of Nov. 11, Good, his
soccer teammate Kris King, and six memmem
bers of the cross-country team found a
post-season challenge in the Chickamauga
Battlefield
Batdefield Marathon.
for hypo
hypoThe conditions were perfect.
perfect.....for
thermia. It rained for the first three hours,
tempera
then the wind picked up and the temperature dropped sharply as a cold front moved
through.
· Good cruised through the first twothirds of the race, then pushed through the

final miles to cross the line in an impresimpres
sive time
tim e of
o f 3:49:16 (an average
marathoner's
marathoner’s time is around 3:30). He
placed 133rd out of about 300 finishers.
"I
“I actually thought about quitting after
22 miles. Every step sent shockwaves of
pain through my quads,"
quads,” said Good, who
proved his critics and the world of
sportsmedicine wrong by completing the
26.2 miles in less than four hours.
Good's
Good’s accomplishment
accomplishment is especially
noteworthy, since his training consisted of
a soccer season and a six-mile jog a few
days before the race. While his fitness level
was good, most experts would have pre
predicted that his body would not be able to
handle the sheer distance of a marathon.
Dan Emerson took marathon heroism to
the extreme, collapsing four times in the

6ET
GET

final mile. Waving off the medics, he manman
aged to reach the finish line in a time of
3:33:07, good enough for 85th place overover
all and first place in the men’s
men's 19 and unun
der age division.
der
Other members of the cross-country
team completing the marathon were Joe
Kaufmann (10th place, 3:01:35), Eric Van
Zee (154th place, 3:56:21), Naomi Turner
(220th place, 4:25:40), and Emily
Em ily
McCampbell. Turner and Kaufmann each
di
took first place in their respective age divisions.
Kris King accompanied Good through
the first 14 miles of the race, but was
forced to quit with a stomach virus.
Rebekah Cameron made it through 19
miles before being pulled out because of
symptoms of hypothermia.

H H B.

The Covenant cross-country teams each
finished third out of nine teams in the MidSouth Regional Championship in NashNash
ville on Nov. 4.
Phil Gelston and Abby Reeder qualified
for nationals by placing in the top twelve
of their races.
The tightly contested women’s
women's 5K was
won by Belmont University, who repeated
as region champs. West Florida was secsec
ond, with Covenant just two points behind.
The race was won by Life College's
College’s
Sarah Bradbury, who blew away the rest
o f the field with a time
tim e of
o f 17:26.
of
Covenant's
Covenant’s Reeder was third overall in
19:30, earning her a spot on the All-Region team and her second trip to nationnation
als.
Second-ranked Life College dominated
men’s five-mile event, as their entire
the men's
team finished before all other competitors.
The next four places belonged to West
Florida, and Gelston grabbed the final
qualifying spot for nationals in a time of
28:13.
Gelston moved into the twelfth position
mid-way through the race and held on to
the finish.
"The
“The last half-mile I was thinking, 'Free
‘Free
plane ride, free plane ride, Phil, you can
it,”’ said the junior transfer of qualifyqualify
do it,'"
“I think I
ing for his first trip to nationals. "I
was the best one out there, except for the
me.”
11 guys who finished in front of me."
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$8.00 per hour
($7.00
($7
.00 base pay & $1.00 Tuition Assistance)

SHIFTS AVAILABLE
SIDFTS
NIGHT
10 PM - 2 AM
SUN: I0PM-2AM
PM - 3:30AM
3:30 AM
MON-THUR: 11 PMSUNRISE
MON-FRI: 4:30 AM - 9:30 AM

DAY
MON-FRI: 6 PM - 10:30 PM

DIRECTIONS::
POSITIONS AVAILABLE: DIRECTIONS_
•
UNLOADERS
•UNLOADERS
•LOADERS
•QUALITY ASSURANCE
CLERKS

Requirements:

DIRECT
D.
IRECT INQUIRIES TO:
PRELOAD

MON-FRI: 2:30 AM - 6:30 PM

Take Hwy. 153 to
Shallowford Rd. Polymer
Drive is across from Red
Food Warehouse.

(615)
(6 15 ) 899 -- 11445
445

You must be 18 years or
older. You must be able to
provide your own transtrans
portation. You must be able
to work a manual labor job.
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ll teams eye
Basketball
Basketba
conference
erenee crowns
conf
Youthful Scots face tough non-conference
Scots'’ squad small, talented
schedule; Lady Scots
By Dave Harkins
Sports Editor
The 1994-95 basketball season will
bring many changes for the Scots and Lady
Scots.
oflast
last year's
year’s
Gone are the focal players of
teams, Carlee Bevis and Nathan Unruh.
Further, both teams face tough schedules
fin
and a conference in which they have finished in the middle over the past few seasea
sons.
The Scots, with a full roster of 13, will
return only one starter, Dell Cornett, the
team captain and only senior. The only two
junother returnees are Joey Logterman, a jun
ior, and Clint Ball, a sophomore.
Coach Ken Brooks acknowledged the
fact that 10 newcomers will bring some
disadvantages.
“We have so many new faces this year
"We
that we’re
we're basically starting from scratch
in a lot of ways,”
ways/' said Brooks.
However he is quick to point out that
the projected starting five all have played
before on the college level.
haven't played a lot
“Even though they haven’t
"Even
competitively together we do have some
background.”
guys with experience and background."
That starting five will consist of Cornett,
Logterman and three transfers, Jeremy
Luther, Brian Girouxsand
and Carey Whitfield.
Luther came from Liberty University,
an NCAA
NCAADiv.
Div. I school, after two seasons.
Giroux transferred from Liberty after one
year and Whitfield joined the Scots after
two years with Central Community ColCol
lege in MacPherson, Kansas.
imTwo sizeable freshmen who have im
pressed Brooks so far are Cedric Thomas,
6’4”, 245 pound forward-center from
a 6'4",
6’3”,
Orlando, Florida, and Jake Walls a 6'3",
235 pound forward from Warner Robins,
Georgia.
“They
"They are both freshmen who have done
really well early and we imagine they will
have a lot of playing time initially. Either
one of them could push someone for a
starting spot,”
spot," stated Brooks.
B all and fellow sophomore
sophom ore Kris
Ball
Germain could make an impact for the
team as it continues to gel.
The team also includes four other fresh
freshmen: Sean Hildebrandt of Virginia Beach,
Virginia,
Ten
Vrrginia, Tari Walker of Spring City, Tennessee, Aaron Rench of Dallas, Texas, and
John Maffet of Orlando, Florida. Each is
colimproving daily as they adjust to the col
lege level.
“This
"This year we may have on the floor, at
one time, four guys who are pretty good
shooters. We look forward to the fact that
we’ll
We're very
we'll be a better shooting team. We’re
perimeter oriented,"
oriented,” said Brooks.
Covenant fans got an early glimpse of
the team
’s shooting prowess as they
team's
drained three-pointer after three-pointer
scrim
from the outside in a pre-season scrimmage drubbing of Chattanooga State. This
impressive victory showed the team’s
ver
team's versatility, athleticism and great potential as
they hope to scale to the top of the TV
TVAC.
AC.
Brooks is optimistic about his team and
hopes to put far behind him the disappoint
disappointments and failures of last season and rere

a

capture the winning form of the 1993-94
team.
cov“We think we have all the positions cov
"We
well."
ered pretty well.”
proScots’ first four games have pro
_ The Scots'
losttheir
their
duced a 1-3 record overall. They lost
first three games to David Lipscomb,
Southern Wesleyan, and Life, two of
which came by double-digit deficits. They
posted their first win last Saturday against
Atlanta Christian College. Hildebrandt and
Thomas were impressive in their first starts
of the season.
The Lady Scots roster is considerably
smaller with only eight but, unlike the
men, boasts six returnees, along with two
freshmen.
Coach Tami Smialek is excited about
year's squad.
this year’s
“We
"We have a great bunch of returning
kids. They're
They’re all very coi:pmitted
committed and into
year."
making this a successful year.”
Foremost among those returning are
senior captain Melissa Ferman and two
year starter Angela Krieg, a junior. Both
are strong down low and should gather in
team's rebounds.
the lion’s
lion's share of the team’s
“Melissa
"Melissa and Angela are probably in the
best shape I’ve
in,” comcom
I've ever seen them in,"
mented Smialek of her 5’9”
5'9" post players.
The two will be joined by Jen Brown
and Kim Klein as starters for Smialek.
Both are juniors and have a deft shooting
touch. If they can hit from their outside
spots, it will open up the paint for Ferman
and Krieg to go to work.
The starting five will be rounded out by
freshman Heather Hammond. She is from
Knoxville where she made the single-A
all-state squad in her senior year.
A
pril B
right, a freshman
freshm an from
Bright,
April
Maryville, will also help out with rebound
rebounding. Smialek called Bright and Hammond
“two of the strongest freshmen w
e’ve
we've
"two
time.”
signed in some time."
Kim Crawford, a sophomore returnee
from Atlanta, will come off the bench and
should provide some quality minutes at her
forward position.
The team is still awaiting one of its
members from another sporting engageengage
ment. Sara Huffine, the co-captain of the
volleyball team "will
“will be a great rebounder
and add some leadership at her post spot.”
spot."
Smialek has had great success over the
past several seasons but is setting loftier
goals.
“They want to have a better record than
"They
last year [19-13] and fourth or fifth in the
conference won't
won’t be good enough for
them. They want to end up at the top of
the conference,"
conference,” added Smialek.
The Lady Scots hit the road for seven
consecutive games in November and
won’t
won't play at home until Dec. 2 against
Milligan
College at 5:30.
MilliganCollege
The Lady Scots started a long road trip
against Southern Wesleyan University at
Central, South Carolina on Nov. 11 with a
close loss. Five
the Lady Scots
Scqt,s
Fi.Ye days later th~
were blown out at
at Lee College by the
NAIA Div. I Lady Flames.
“How we handle November will be a
"How
litmus test for the season,"
season,” said Smialek
of the string of away games.

forr position against a
Playing on his former high school field, Phil Caines jockeys fo
career..
Pioneer forward. The game marked the end oofCaines'varsity
f Caines’ varsity soccer career.

semis
Scots knocked off in se01is
Tusculum surprises top-seeded Covenant in OT
By Dave Harkins
Sports Editor

previof rain and two previ
The combination ofrain
of TVAC women’s
women's soccer games
ous days ofTVAC
turned Scotland Yard into an unplayable
field for the men’s
TVAC playoffs on Nov.
men's TVAC
3.
The Scots, who took the regular season
title with a 6-1-1 conference record, were
forced to "semi-host"
“semi-host” when the games
Chat
were moved down the mountain to Chattanooga Christian School.
“We would have ·rather
rather been at home
"We
for the game. We worked hard all year to
win the regular season championship and
Brian
to host,”
com m ented Coach B
rian
host," commented
Crossman on the match-up against fourthseeded Tusculum. "We
“We have to be able to
that."
deal with things like that.”
couldn’t.
The Scots simply couldn't.
In what could have been their worst
game of the year offensively, the Scots lost
an overtime thriller to the hungry Pioneers,
2-0. The loss prevented the Scots from a
three-peat for the TVAC
TVAC crown and ended
their season at 9-4-3 overall.
Covenant’s
Covenant's best opportunity in the first
half came in the 43rd minute. After a
Daniel Legters cross, Stephen Hitchcock
cracked a hard shot that the Pioneer keeper
saved with an amazing split kick.
The half ended quietly with no score.
seco.nd half was dominated by the
The second
Scots but they could not break down
Tusculum’s tight backline. Fortunately for
Tusculum's
the Scots their backfield was playing just
as well and, led by keeper Josh Leonard,
had turned back several good Pioneer atat
tacks on goal.
In their fourth overtime game of the year
the Scots were once again denied by
Tusculum’s
Tusculum's keeper on a shot by Legters.
The hard shot deflected off his face and
from then on the Scots were through.

Minutes later the roof caved in on
Covenant’s season. A lofted cross by
Covenant's
Tusculum halfback David Crickmar was
um Weaver was
Calum
headed off the post and Cal
there to fin.ish
finish off the close range tap-in.
Less than three minutes later, Tusculum
iced the game on a throw-in that striker
Alvaro Figuerola blasted in from inside
the 18.
Crossman called the first goal the key
as the veteran, international Pioneer squad
showed their experience in knocking off
the young Scots.
What made the loss more disheartening
was that the Scots had easily handled the
Pioneers, 5-1, in their regular season
held.
Tus ;ulum’s home field.
match-up at Tu:,.;ulum's
“We
"We played better at their place than we
don’t think
did in the playoff game. I don't
there’s
that," said a
there's any question about that,”
disappointed Crossman.
He understands the difficulty of play
playing well every game with consistency.
“If
"If there was a formula for it, and if you
could figure that out, you’d
rich,"
you'd be rich,”
quipped Crossman.

********

In the other semi-final game, Lee ColCol
lege took an early 2-0 lead over the Lions
see that advantage disapdisap
of Bryan only to see
game's final ten minutes.
pear in the game’s
In overtime the Flames scored twice to
take the 4-2 win and set up the final against
Tusculum.
Tusculum proved to be no match for the
potent Flames. Leeovercame
Lee overcame a Tusculum
goal by Figuerola and scored three times
in the first half on goals by Rafat Qumsieh
and two from Shawn Tatham.
The second half saw Tusculum miss
several great chances inside the six as Lee
closed the door in the closing minutes.
Qumsieh and Emil Brown both connected
on long breakaways to capture the 5-1 vic
victory.

Near Covenant College

Mountain Air
Resort _Motel
Phone: (706) 820-2012
2 Adults, 2
2 Children -- $35 plus tax
.. 2
Closed Dec., Jan., Feb.
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C crown, lose in regions
TVAC
Lady Scots capture TVA
Montreat, Tusculum no match for Covenant; #11
Midway blows out Lady Scots in region semifinal
By Dave Harkins
Sports Editor

the move that paid off.
· Seven minutes later, Donaldson denied
Tusculum’s best scoring chance of the day.
Tusculum's
A 35-yard direct kick was barely deflected
off the crossbar on a quick reaction save.
In the 43rd minute Duble was denied
on another brilliant save by the Pioneer
keeper, but Duble would have the last
laugh.
She notched the second and final goal
of the game 14 minutes into the second
half on a tap-in after a cross from Hinson
was misplayed by the keeper.
div
Donaldson had to make one more diving save on a ball close to the line with
under 10 minutes to play as the Lady Scots
notched their sixth conference shut-out of
the year.
“We were pleased with the outcome.
"We
team," stated Duble
Tusculum had a good team,”
team’s championship victory.
of his team's
Duble points to the key of the 2-0 win
as being significant in that it changed the
whole complexion of the game.
“The difference in the tournament was
"The
that Polly Johson scored three goals in the
Montreat
first game against M
ontreat while
w hile
T
usculum
’s
coach
w
atched.
They
Tusculum's coach watched. They
[Tusculum]
probably
took
their
most
dan
[Tusculum] probably took their most dangerous
player
offensively
and
put
her
on
gerous player offensively and put her on
them,” said Duble of
Polly and that killed them,"
the Pioneers
Pioneers unconventional
move.
unconventional move.
the
“The
thing
was
it
didn’t
even work.
work.
"The thing was it didn't even
Polly still
still was
able to
get by
She was
was
her. She
by her.
to get
was able
Polly
so busy
it took
out
her out
took her
that it
Polly that
playing Polly
busy playing
so
of
the
game.”
·
of the game."
Hancock,
McDaniel, Owens
Rachel
and Rachel
Owens and
Hancock, McDaniel,
Stanton
again
held
their
opponent
to aa
Stanton again held their opponent to
minimal
number
of
offensive
opportuni
minimal number of offensive opportunities.

In convincing fashion the Lady Scots
captured the TVAC championship for the
·captured
varfirst time in their young history as a var
sity squad. Low visibility and bad field
hamconditions on Scotland Yard did not ham
per the Lady Scots as they once again held
their two conference opponents scoreless.
On Nov. 1, on their fog-shrouded home
field, Covenant breezed by the weak Lady
Cavaliers of Montreat, 7-0. Several days
of dreary rain had turned the pitch into a
wet, sloppy mess but the elements seemed
to matter little to the Lady Scots.
Martha Kickasola struck for the first
goal several minutes in and then Polly
cor
Johnson hit a high shot into the upper corner soon after.
Johnson followed up that tally with a
strong volley shot just inside the post and
then finished up an early hat trick with
another hard blast into the side netting for
a 4-0 advantage.
In the 35th minute after Sarah Duble
was knocked down outside the box,
Theresa McDaniel bent the ensuing direct
kick over the wall and inside the far post.
McDaniel assisted on the next goal as
Beth Owens redirected the cross with a 20yard scorcher of her own just before the
half.
While the offense took the spotlight, the
defense continued to sparkle, keeping the
Cavaliers from possession beyond midfield.
The Lady Scots were relatively quiet in
the second half as the field reached an alal
most unplayable condition.
fi
Kickasola struck for the seventh and fi********
In the region semifinal, the Lady Scots
nal goal of the game late in the second half
on a dandy move to beat two defenders. faced a formidable opponent in the form
llth-ranked team from Midway.
keeper's head as of the 11th-ranked
Her shot sailed over the keeper’s
KenMidway's home field in Ken
on Midway’s
Playing
Kickasola recorded the final tally of her
never
track
and
on
got
Covenant
tucky,
career.
with
loss.
5-0
tough
a
ended
season
their
Montreat did manage one shot for the
facHigh winds and fatigue were a huge fac
game but that was saved by Covenant
as
scored
first
goals
half
four
Midway
tor
keeper Sarah Donaldson.
an· The victory pitted the Lady Scots and never looked back. They added an
against the Lady Pioneers of Tusculum, other goal early in the second half and then
who scorched the Lady Flames of Lee 5-0 let their defense go to work in shutting out
the Lady Scots. The loss marked the fourth
in the other semi-final match.
The championship game ended with the time this season that the Lady Scots have
match- been shut out, including their 2-0 loss to
same result as their regular season match
Midway earlier in the season.
up, a Lady Scot 2-0 triumph.
The Lady Scots finished with a 10-7-1
With only 90 minutes between them and
a trip to the regionals, the Lady Scots came record overall, after beginning the season
oppo
out hungry on offense. Several close-range 0-4-1. They held their conference opposaves by the Pioneer keeper kept the score nents scoreless in six games, outscoring
them 22-0.
deadlocked until the 13th minute.
Six Lady Scots were named to the
At the 32:02, Jill Hancock left her
team.. Sarah
sweeper spot to take a corner kick. Her TVAC all-conference team
Donaldson,
Jill
Hancock,
Kim Hinson,
cross was headed in by a leaping Kim
Martha
Allison
Rump all
and
Kickasola,
Hinson, who had returned from a day off
made
the
McDaniel
also
Theresa
squad.
because of a broken toe in her left foot.
was
on
team
by
gar
garthe
spot
a
awarded
“She drives the ball really well into the
"She
conference
player
the
year
of
the
nering
box and Kim’s
toe
was
hurt,
that’s
why
that's
Kim's
she came up,"
up,” said Coach Mark Duble of award.
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Tusculum’s
s powerful forward kept busy covering Polly Johson, Allison Rump
With Tusculum
and the Lady Scots breezed past the second-seeded Tusculum Pioneers, 2-0. _

Lee, Bryan oust Covenant
team’s early upset over King College
Volleyball teams
proves to be only win in TVAC tournament
By Dave
Harkins
Dave Harkins
By
Sports
Editor _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
S_po_rt_s_Ed_it_o_r
note
on aa very
began on
that began
day that
A
A day
very high
high note
team ended
the Lady
for
for the
Lady Scots
Scots volleyball
volleyball team
ended
the
when they
ourly when
sourly
they were
were knocked
knocked out
out of
of the
s
TVAC tournament at Lee College.
ranked
higher ranked
An impressive
An
impressive win
win over
over aa higher
match of
team in
King
King College
College team
in their
their first
first match
of
promising signs.
many promising
the day
the
day showed
showed many
signs.
well against
really well
played really
"We
“We played
against King.
King.
The biggest difference was that we placed
lot of
well. We
our serves
our
serves well.
We had
had aa lot
of service
service
us,"
it for
won
what
that's
think
I
and
aces
aces and I think that’s what won it
for us,”
round
first
the
of
Rowe
Sue
Coach
said
said Coach Sue Rowe of the first round
victory.
That win pitted Covenant against the
powerful number one ranked squad from Sporting their away uniforms, Tricia
forr a
Lee in their second round match-up. In the Tucker and Sara Huffine combine fo
first game the Lady Scots continued on potential kill.
their roll and handed Lee their only lost
game of the tournament.
The Lady Scots did not fare so well in
Lee's offense
the second and third games. Lee’s
began to click and they slowly wore down
Covenant in winning those last two games.
“In the third game we were right there By Jeremy Davis
"In
with them, I just don’t
don't think we had the
Staff Writer
off,” commented
confidence to pull it off,"
Seniors Rebecca Doerbaum and Sara
Rowe on the loss which negatively shifted
Huffine finished off their regular season
Scots’ momentum.
the Lady Scots'
In their third and final match of the day volleyball careers with a bang on Friday
the Lady Scots faced the Lady Lions of night, Nov. 10 as the Covenant squad
Bryan College whom they had already rolled over Maryville in three games, 15beaten handily twice during the regular 7, 15-7, 15-10. After a shaky start, the
season. In that match, which was their last Lady Scots pulled themselves together to
Friday’s win
of the season, the Lady Scots played finish the season strongly. Friday's
Scots’ fifth victory in their
poorly with bad passing and an abundance was the Lady Scots'
of service errors, including a string of five last six matches; four of those five were
shutouts.
straight.
Rowe was sad to see the season end with , Though they continue to struggle with
a loss to a lower ranked team, "We
“We didn't
didn’t receiving serves, the Lady Scots played a
con
anticipate at all. We waited for the ball to strong defensive game. They were conanticipate.at
come to us and just stood there. They sistent at the net, blocking the Maryville
[Bryan] played well, but we didn't
didn’t pass hitters nine times. Their back court was
(Bryan]
well and we were giving them easy balls also solid. Lisa Franklin and Rebecca
Doerbaum each had nine digs during their
us.”
to hit back at us."
That last match marked the end of Sara rotations in the back row.
M
iddle hitters Sarah Vonhof and
Doerbaum’s varsity
Middle
Huffine and Rebecca Doerbaum's
careers at Covenant. The two started all Doerbaum continued to lead the team on
aggressively and
offense. They blocked aggres~ively
four years for the team.
, Sarah Vonhof picked up all-conference attacked the ball on offense. Vonhof had
eight kills and Doerbaum had 10.
accolades in her freshmen campaign.

Lady Scots beat
up on Maryville

